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Pikes'
pre-trial
·diversion
rejected
By MICHELE

ews

tate

The

Discrimination
charges false

I WANNABE A COWGIRL

~ARL TON

News Editor

· S pecial District Judge
Dennis Foust rejected the pretrial diversion agreement in
the Pi Kappa Alpha case
during a pre-trial conference
Tuesday.
· The agreement would have
allowed the defendants to
perform 100 hou rs of
community service for a
local underpriviledged group
and to present four programs
~o area universities on the
effects of hazing.
Foust said the purpose of a
pre-trial conferen ce is to
explain the case, address any
problems and to set the course
of action.
The judge' s · decision
leaves three options that may
now be considered in t his
case:
• Normal court processes,
usually a plea bargain;
• A trial;
• Modify or accept the
diversion agreement.
Foust said problems have
arisen' concerning this case
that have had effects on it.
He said there would be
difficulty
seating
an
impartial jury in Calloway
County because the case had
been tried in the media.
Foust said he blames those
who do not let the court
Please see PIKES

contestants wh o were wellrounded and would represent
Murray State well.
"I thought the GPA should
be higher because it is a
scholarship pageant," she
said. "We want girls who
are here for an education
and want to graduate."
Schwier said the interviews
are set-up to discourage
discrimination. The panel of
judges is made up of faculty, •
staff and residents of
Murray. They are . given a
fact sheet about each entrant.
Schwier said the judges were
not told which organization
was s ponsoring each woman.
"I've tried to make it so
every girl can get in the
pageant," she said. "The
interviews were very casual.
I didn't give the judges a list
of questions to ask. There
was no particular judging
procedure. I just let them go
on their own judgment."
Brian Van Horn, president
of University Center Board,
also denied the allegations.
"Anyone is eligible who
meets
the
pageant
requirem ents," Van Horn
said. "The rumors floating
around about discrimination
hold no weight. This is a
student
governments ponsored event and it does
not discriminate on any
basis."
·Van Horn said all of the
organizations get equal
representation.
"l
encourage
any
organization on campus to
s ponsor someone," he said .

• The Miss MSU
director says
rumors allegin~
discrimination 1n
the pageant are
completely untrue
!Y, JENNY WOHLLEB
Assistant News Editor

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Comedienne Just June performs a portion of her comedy ro utine Tuesday In the
Currie Center Stables. The event was held • • a part of Black Awareness Month on
campus.
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Allegations
of
discrimination
have
surfaced during this year's
selection of Miss MSU
pageant contestants since
each of the 15 participants are
white and involved with a
sorority or fraternity.
Catherine Schwier, director
of the pageant, said the
rumors hold no trut h . She
sent over 140 letters to every
organization on campus on
how they could sponsor a
contestant in the pageant. She
said only 65 women were
entered and went t o the
interview.
"Most of the girls who
interviewed were sponsored
by Greek organizations, ''
Schwier said .. "Twenty-one
girls and . four alternate s
where originally i n the
pageant. One was a minority
and
there
were
2 -3
independents."
Schwier said the number of
contestants is down to 15
because some of the women
did not make their grades.
Contestants must have a GPA
of 2.5 to b e eligible to
participate in the pageant.
The GPA requirement was
moved up this year from a
2.2. Schwier said they wanted

Tuition hikes approved New state policy restricts
Staff Report

Melinda Schupe had
planned to take su mmer
cl asses this year . The
Council on Higher Education
has altered those plans for
her.
The sophomore art major
from Radcliffe will s pen d
her summer on the job,
instead of in the classroom
in order to help pay a tuition
hike announced by the
Council Monday.
''I'm supposed to pay one
tlalf of my tuition next
semester so this summer I'll
have to get a really good job
instead of taking summer
courses like I had planned,''
ahe said.
Kentucky
university
students will be paying an
estimated $20 million more
in tuition under a plan
approved by the Council.
For
full - ti m e
undergraduate students who
are in-state, the rates set
Monday will mean tuition of
$420 per semester for
community college students,
$750 ·ror regional u niversity
students such as Murr ay
State, and $980 at the
University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville.

Tuition Increases • - - - - - - • Undergraduate Semester Tuition
Schools
· what you p ay now
UK & UofL
.
$840
Regional•*
670
Comm. Colleges
350

M

iE

Source: PADUCAH SUN

This means an $80
increase for Murray State
students, and does not
include the $130 per semester
activity fee.
The tuition rates will now
be determined annually
rather than every two years
as h as been done in past
years. Under this option,
CHE would establish a new
tuition level for the u pcoming
1993-94 school year, based on
the based on the most recent
data on Kentuckians' per
capita personal income and
t h e tuit ion rates at the
benchmark institutions.
This change was needed to
off-set state cuts in revenue
provided to state u niversities,
said James Booth, provost
and vice president for

.:::B:zY..=J~E::N.:::N.::I::..f.=
E:.:R~M.::.O:::..:::O~R::E=---------Copy Editor

Smokers on campus may either now have
to bundle up during the cold weather or
sweat it out during the warm season to take
that traditional smoking break between
classes. Because of a statewide smoking
policy all state government-owned
buildings, including leased facilities, will

have smoking restricted.
Governor Brereton Jones issu ed a
statement of emergency on January 26
which was followed by an administr ative
regulation the same day that outlined the
smoking restrictions in the government
owned and leased buildings.
Please see SMOKING
Page
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academic affairs.
"In light of recent budget
cuts, some relief for higller
education was absolutely
criticial and this seems to be
a reasonably fair approach,"
he said.
However, state officials
should not consider this
move as an alternative to
more funding, Booth said.
"l would like to say that
increases in tuition should
in no way be seen as a
substitute for state dollars,"
he said. "We have to have an
increase
in
state
appropriations."
Murr ay State Student
Government Association

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLE Y
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Number of Murray State University Alumni by county in Western
Kentucky:
10. Union- 231
1. Baijard - 369
11 . Crittenden - 198 '
2. Canisle - 182
12. Lyon - 220
3. Hickman - 143
13. Caldwell- 417
4. Fulton - 274
5. McCracken - 2,698 14. Trigg -111
15. Webster- 208
6. Graves - 1,445
16. Hopkins - 738
7. Livingston· 264
17. Christian - 835
8. Marshall-1,119
9. Calloway- 2,462

l

750

• Graduate Semester Tuition
Schools
pay now
what yOu will PaY
UK & UOfL
920
$1,080
Regtonala*
740
830
• regkJIM/flnc/udf &attm, W.IIJm, Northtm, Mof'lhtlld, Mumy llld KltrtlJdcy Sf*

. Area A l u m n i - - - - - - - - - - -

Source: MSU FACT BOOK

what you will pay
$980

smoking on MSU campus

University opens law
enforcement records
By KRISTIE HELMS
Ed1tor In Chief

Campus law enforcement
records at Murray State
University, which have been
closed for more than three
years, will now be open for
inspection.
A recent opinion from the
Kentucky Attorney General
stating that the records are
now subject to the regulations
Please see TUITION of th e Kentucky Open
Page 16 Records Law will bring about
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Many seniors and graduate students are
facing an uncertain future in the "real world" that
exists in life after college.
Finding a job can be a difficult process, but
students who do their homework on certain
professions can get their foot into the door in the
·real world." Effective resumes and cover letters
can also help in the search.
The Murray State News takes a closer look
at this situation.
Stories on Page 5

a "restructuring of Murray
State's Open Records policy.''
In a statement issued Feb.
5, Anita Lawson, assistant to
the president for institutional
planning and custodian of
records said, "As it has
always done in the past, the
University intends to comply
with applicable federal and
state law."
The attorney general's
opinion was based on a new
federal amendment to the
197 4 Family Educational

Rights and Privacy Act.
The Jan. 27 opinion was
ad dressed
to
former
Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association president
and 1992 Eastern Kentucky
University graduate, Clinton
R. Riley and overturned an
earlier opinion that had
upheld closing the records.
The University hopes to
have a policy for inspection
of the law enforcement
records in place by today,
according to the statement.

Be their guest. be...

Index

If it is fun, it has to be expensive.
But Walt Disney World is trying to
break that myth for college students.
Offering a $24-ticket for admission to
one of its three parks, the Magic
Kingdom, Epcot Center and MGM
Studios, Wallt Disney World is hoping
to cash In on the college students visiting
Florida for Spring Break.
The ticket is good between Mar. 1
and Apr. 2 and students must show
valid college identification cards when
they purchase tickets.
Disney is also offering $5 admission
to their night club, Pleasure Island.
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Veterans get salary increase

Bill Furgerson, d.irec;tor of
veterans services, said the
changes in the program
which will most affect MSU
students are the increase in
salaries.
According to Chapter 30 of
the Program, full-time
students who served three
years or more in active duty
receive a base pay of $300 a
month. They are currently
receiving $860 a month
because of the Persian Gulf
Desert Storm/Desert Shield
Supplemental Authorization
and Personal Benefits Act of
1991.
"Beginning April 1, their
salary will increase to $400 a
month," Furgerson.

Meeting scheduled for faculty

employment handicap,"
Furgerson said.
Twenty-four Murray State
students currently fall into
this category.

By AMY GREWE

Assistanr News Editor
Changes
in
the
Montgomery GI Bill-Active
Duty Program will provide
extra help for sotne veterans
at Murray State University.
The changes in the
program were made by the
Department of Veteran
Affairs (VA}.

NEWSBRIEFS

~---------------------------------------------. .!

Active Duty
3 ears+
2 years
Reserves

$300
$250
$140

$400
$325
$190

Source: DEPT. OF VETERAN AFFAIRS

Those who have served two
years of active duty get a
base salary of $250 which
wa<J temporarily increased to
$275. In April, their salary
will increase to $325.
Furgerson said Chapter
106, which concerns full-time
students in the U.S. Army
Reserve and the National
Guard, will also provide a
salary increase.
Their salary of $140 a
month was also temporarily
increased to $170 per month.
Beginning April 1, it will be
increased to $190.

"They also can receive a
tutorial assistance allowance
up to $100 per month for a
maximum of 12 months,''
Furgerson said.
Changes have also been
made in Chapter 31, which
deals with the vocational
rehabilitation program.
Beginning
Oct.
1,
entitlement
vocational
rehabilitation will
be
restored.
"This is for any veteran
who has a 10 percent serviceconnected disability rating,
who also has a serious

New transcripts help
MSU combat forgery
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Reporter

New copy-proof transcripts are now being
offered to Murray State students at Sparks
Hall.
The new transcripts are made out of safescript paper, which ·means that they cannot
be duplicated by a copy machine. If a
· transcript is copied, the word "copy" is
printed on it and it is void.
"All across the nation, the number one
forgery is the forging of college documents
such as diplomas and transcripts," said
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and
records.
Forg!ng transcripts has been a problem at
many universities. Legislation is being
considered in Kentucky to make forging
college documents a felony rather than a
misdemeanor.

Olivia Marshall, assistant registrar, said
that the switch from the old transcripts to the
new ones was mainly for security purposes.
She said that the legend is more selfexplanatory than the old ones and there is a
transcript key on back.
Bryan said that there were not any
problems switching to this new method and
it was inexpensive. The cost for the new
transcript paper is about $750 a year.
He said the new paper was worth the cost
because of security concerns and that the
new transcripts are just one of the many
steps the University is using to combat
forgery.
"The best way to sum up the new
transcripts is that they provide more
information than our past copies did,"
Marshall said.

An informational meeting will be held 3:30p.m. Friday,
Feb. 17 about the "Europe in Transition" program to help inform faculty and staff on the important happening!; in
Europe.
The "Europe in Transition" program is a three-week
seminar and cultural experience to be held t the University
of Regensburg, Germany, Aug. 1-20. The proposals of ten
Murray State professionals will be selected for presentation
in two to four-hour sessions at the seminar.
The meeting will be held in the auditorium of the Faculty
Resource Center in the Pogue Library Annex. For more information call the center for international programs at
762-4152.

"Right now they are all at
twenty percent or above,"
Ferguson said.
Mike
Keown,
junior
occupational safety and
health
major
from
Owensboro, said he is
covered by Chapter 31.
"It's like a cost of living
allowance,"
he
said.
"Usually it goes up every
year."
Furgerson said students
who are in the program have
to be careful because only
classes for their major will
be accepted.

Scholarships being offered
The Department of Veteran Affairs is offering scholarships
for members of the Selected Ready Reserves who are interested in nursing and occupational or physical therapy.
The scholarships are for associate degree nursing students
in their last year of study and third or fourth-year students in
baccalaureate or entry·level masters' degree programs.
Reservists must be members of the Selected Ready
Reserves and eligible for the Montgomery GI Bill.
Write to Reserve Member Stipend Program (143B}, Depart·
ment of Veterans Affairs, 810 Vermont Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20420 for an application.

"Even though Murray State
may have them down as a
full-time student, the VA
may not because some of
their classes are not for their
major," he said. "We spend
most of our time checking
enrollment and attendance to
okay their salaries per
month."

SGAhears ·
fee proposal

Week In Preview
• Dance. Valentine's Dance, 9 p.m. Saturday, Curris Center
ballroom.
• Career Day. Cooperative Education sponsoring, business Industry
and government career day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 16.
•Competition. Top high school students, Sweet 16 Academic Tournament, 8 a.m. Saturday. Call762·2187.
• Deadline. Schofarshlp applications, entering freshman, due Feb.
15. Applications in Sparks Hall or call 762·2896.
• Garden Show. HomeLawnGarden Show, 3-9 p.m. Friday, Feb. 19;
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 20; and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 21, West Kentucky Exposition Center. Admission is free.
• J unior Jam. High school juniors and parents, academic presenta·
tlons, tour, lunch and basketball game, Saturday, Feb. 20. Admission
is free. Call 762·2896.
• Appreciation Day. 24th annual News Media Appreciation Day,
Saturday, Feb. 20, State Sen. Jeff Green will speak, luncheon begins
at 1:30 p.m., Curris Center.
• PreHntatlona. 12th annual Swine Health Day, 8 a.m. to 3:30p.m ..
Feb. 20, Breathitt Veterinary Center, Hopkinsville, $7 registration fee
Includes luncheon. Call886-3959.
• Buffet. 1993 International Buffet, 1 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 28, Curris
Center ballroom. Tickets for adults-$7, MSU students-$5, children-$3,
tickets available from International students and center for
international programs-Lowry Center second floor. Call 762-4152.
• Workahop. Center for Continuing Education, "Back-to-School information Night for Adults,'' 6 to 9 p.m. Monday, March 1, Currls
Center ballroom. Call762·4150.

Staff Report

A proposal for a Curris
Center fee for all Murray
State students will be
presented to the Board of
Regents at their February
meeting.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Currie Center, said the
proposed fee is to take the
burden off of students who
live in the residence halls in
paying for the Currie Center.
Baurer said the Currie
Center, Food Services, the
residence halls and the
University bookstore compose
an auxillary system.
"Students in the residence
halls are the primary source
of funds for the auxiliary,"
he said. "This i- an ... unfair
burden on students in the
halls since not all students
live on campus."

PRICE
$2.59
$2.99
$1.99
$3.99

COMBO
Regula r Roast Beef Combo
Beef •n Cheddar Combo
Value Melt
Any Su~ Combo

INCLUDES 16 OZ. SOFT DRINK & BAG OF FRIES
At Arby's we have always strived to provide our customers more value for each dollar they
spend and now, our customers have the opportunity to get even more value with one of
these great-tasting Value Combos. Choose one of these deliciot:JS Arby's sandwiches, fries
and drink at an unbelievable price---the value of values for a value conscious public.

10°/o Discount with M.S.U. Student I.D.
...........

I
I

:
©1991 Arby's, Inc.
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Greeks say prejudice does not
exist in their organizations
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Senior Staff Writer

Prejudice, is it alive within
the Greek system at Murray
State University?
Although there is very little
interracial rushing going on
within
the
Greek
organizations, none of the
Greek
presidents,
interviewed by The Murray
State News agree that
prejudice exists within their
individual organizations.
However, most of them
were .quick to admit there is
prejudice within the Greek
system at MSU.
Jay Graham, president of
the Interfraternity Council
(IFC), said he doesn't see a
real problem of prejudice
with the fraternities at MSU.
"I mean I can 't really
speak for all of them
(fraternities), but I wouldn't
say there is a big problem
with prejudice," he said.
"I can only speak for my
fraternity," Graham, a
member of the Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity, said.
"There are different types
of people and we just seem to
attract a certain kind. I

really won't say there is
in
our
prejudice
organization, though," he
said.
Graham said he knows of
at least two traditionaJlywhite fraternities which have
inducted minority students.
The IFC is the governing
body of all the registered
fraternities at MSU.
Amy Rushing presides over
the Panhellenic Council, the
organization which oversees
all the sororities at Murray.
While admitting there is
definitely prejudice in some
sororities, Rushing said she
believes it all boils down to
the individual.
"I'm not a prejudice
person, so I'll say there isn't
any prejudice," she said,
"but I can't speak for
everyone."
Rushing said there are two
traditionally-black
sororities, Delta Sigma Theta
and Alpha Kappa Alpha,
which participate in t he
Panhellenic Council.
"They vote just like any
other organization," Rushing
said.
Graham confirmed that

black frater nities h ave
similar rights.
"All
of
the
black
fraternities ar e r ecognized
by IFC for all p ractical
purposes," he said.
Rushing said she would
like to see more minorit ies,
non-tradtional students and
international student s join
fraternities.
"In Greek life there are
lots of opportunities to get
involved," she said. "I wish
more people woul d get
involved."
In terms of minority
students being inducted into
tradition a lly
white
fraternities, Sigma Pi
fraternity is leading the way.
At present, the organization
has two minority students.
And four years ago the
president was a minority
student.
This is because "when we
select members to join our
fraternity, we look at
character, not the color of
their skin," said Sam Lowe,
Sigma Pi president.
"Prejudice
exists
everywhere, bu t I don't see it
anywhere
within
ou r
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organization," he said.
But what about the reverse,
is there prejudice in
tradition a Hy-black
fraternities or sororities at
MSU.
Michael Jules, aenior from
Barbados, is a member of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
However, Jules is firm
that he is prejudged by his
own "frat brothers."
"I believe that deep down
inside many people think
that because you are not from
here (America) you are
inferior," he said.
"I remember when I was
pledging they would say stuff
like 'go back to the
Caribbean. • Or they would
say stuff like, 'you can't
speak English.' They would
often say they are just
joking, but you can tell
whether or not someone is
serious," Jules said.
P r esently, none of the
traditionally
b l ack
fraternities or sororities have
white members.
Editor' • Note: Th1s article is thesecond in a series on Greeks.

Educator gives
lesson in history
By TERRY HAREWOOD

students, 61 percent go to
black schools.
But the problem for blacks
Renowned educa tor and
is
not gettin g admitt ed to
author Jawanza Kunjufu
delivered a lesson in "tTue college, Kunjufu said, "most
history" in a n u plifting schools would admit you, but
lecture to · ~urray State they won't help you to
Univer sity students and graduate."
faculty Thursday, Feb. 4.
Kunjufu, who earned his
doctor
ate from
Union
Kun jufu
h i ghligh ted
Grad
u
a
te
Schoo
l
also
probl ems faced by black
suggested
that
studen
ts
students a t most American
understand how to study.
Univ&rsities.
"You must leave your ego
I
(h
•
He sa id 41 percent of at the door. Don't be ashamed
blacks go to college. Of these to use a t utor," he said.
Senior Staff Writer

I

I

\1

Jawanza Kun)ufu presented a seminar Feb. 4 In
conJunction with Black Awareness Mont h.

WSRR

NOW
Monday-Friday mornings
8-10 a.m.
Call us at 762-4739

on

12:21 a.m. - Skateboarders were reported making noise in
the Elizabeth Hall area. They left the area when an officer
arrived.
12:45 a.m. - The skateboarders were back at Elizabeth
Hall. One MSU student was apprehended and advised to stay
away from that area and to put the skateboard away for the
night.
1:14 a.m. - A MSU student hit a deer off campus. It was
reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
11:35 a.m. - A resident of College Courts reported her
vehicle had been hit. She was given a self-report to fill out.
5:45 p.m. - 14th and Payne St. -A person was reported on
bicycle trying to run over ROTC personnel working traffic for
the ballgame.

Feb. 2
10:13 a.m. - The Med-O.Vac helicopter came to Stewart
Stadium to pick up a patient.
Feb.3
7:59a.m. - An alarm was activated in the cashier's office.
Nothing was found.
2:15 p.m. - A student reported three rings were lost or
stolen during a drawing class in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, room 514.
10:18 p.m. - Non-student Mike Foster tried to enter the
Carr Health Building and was turned away because he had
no ID card. Foster has a case pending in District Court
because he allegedly threatened a Racer Patrol officer in the
Carr Health Building.
Feb.4
10:45 a .m. - The wheel cover centers of a vehicle parked in
Hart Hall parking lot were reported stolen.
·
1:50 ,p.m. - The wheel cover centers of a vehicle parked in
White Hall parking lot were reported stolen.

Feb. 5
9:32 a .m. - Women's bead basketball coach Kelly
Breazeale reported the theft of a camcorder.
Feb. 7
3:24 a.m. - Screams were reported from the Regents Hall
parking lot. Nothing was found.
6:50p.m. - A bicycle was reported stolen.
8:29p.m. - Several items were reported taken from a student's room.
11:12 p.m. - A Richmond Hall resident struck another in
the mouth during an altercation. Apologies were made and
no charges are pending.
Feb. 8
1:15 a.m. - Richmond Hall's director requested assistance
in removing Alpha Tau Omega and Kappa Alpha fraternity
members from the hall for causing problems with residents.
12:52 p.m. - A bookbag was reported stolen from Winslow
Cafeteria.
1:44 p.m. - A fight between a boyfriend and girlfriend was
reported at Woods HalL The situation was resolved.
4:54 p.m. - The odor of marijuana was reported on the 6th
floor of White Hall and is being investigated.
10:28 p.m. - A vehicle ran through the stop sign and into
the gate at the practice field at 17th St. and Hamilton Ave.
Damage was reported to University property.

Information for Police Beat was compiled by Robin Carter,
reporter, fro m information available to the public at the public
•
safety office and the Murray Police Department.

Sunset Boulevard Music

STUDENT RUN RADIO
Sunday Night 7-9:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursd ay nights
6:30-9:30 p.m.

Feb. 1

17 Dixieland Center on Cheatnut Street
Just 1 Block Fro111 MSU Dor111sl
Phonea 71Mtt3

Houn1 Mon -Sat, 10am- lpm
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VIEWPOINT
COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL

Machines could
help save lives
Last week's decision by the Residence Hall
Association to recommend the Housing
Department install condom machines in the
residence halls highlights a growing problem
facing the college-age population in America--the
spread of AIDS ,a nd the need to contain that
spread.
A recent study by the American College Health
Association found that, on the average, two of
every 1,000 students is infected with the HlV
virus, which causes AIDS. What this means,
according to the study, is that on a 15,000-student
campus, one student could be expected to have
AIDS two to seven with various AIDS-related
symptoms and 28 to 35 would be HIV positive.
The number of HIV-infected college students
only stands to worsen as current high school
students matriculate to our college campuses. A
1992 study by the House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families found that of high
school students sexually active in the preceding
three months, only 45 percent reported using
condoms and among those with four or more
partners, only 41 percent used condoms.
.
Telling young people to "just say no" to sex is
not working and as long as some continue to view
the spread of AIDS with self-righteous fmger
shaking, this disease will continue to ravage
America's youth.
Murray State now has the chance to go beyond
the cycle of hollow rhetoric and senseless
inaction that has already left so many infected
youths as its legacy. MSU can put a means of
protection at the fmgertips of its students when
they need it, not confining protection to the hours
Health Services is open. This adds a new
standard of convenience and anonymity that may
mean one less son, daughter, friend or future
lover infected with this horrible disease. And
that's what it comes down to in the end.

,Recruiting local
talent is not Nutts
In only three weeks, new MSU head football
coach Houston Nutt has already outdone his
predecessor in one respect--packing his team
with freshman talent, most from less than a twohour drive away.
Next year's crop of rookie Racers present the
surrounding community with names and faces
they already know and now can cheer for in
different unifonns.
By recruiting local players, Nutt has shown
other regional schools that this area is not letting
go of its talent, a position that should snowball
into even more promising recruits in the future.
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Gen. X died before it got sold
Hello
twentysomethings,
Blank Generation, or if you
prefer, Generation X.
I hope you won't be
dismayed, but you are already
an anachronism--and that is
the best case scenario-because
inany people are currently
claiming Generation X (the
name comes from the title of a
novel by Douglas Coupland)
did not become extinct like the
dinosaur, but rather went the
way of the Easter Bunny.
Just three short years after
being discovered by Time •
some critics are claiming the
Blank Generation, the mass
move~ent composed. of
today s . twentysomethmgs,
never eXl8ted.
I n one recetyn t dthe.bunkinytg hof
,
the twen some tng m
Bob Guccione, Jr. claimed this
"amazing 'discovery' of 46
million Americans is an
attempt at a massive cultural
hijacking and a sweeping
cover-up of crimes committed
against the future by the
previous generation."
.
.
Hts first accusat.ton falls
short. because there ~.~ no re~
mass1ve culture to hijack, his
second because many of the
crimes of the previous
generation are too blatant to
be covered up, so there is no
use in trying.
Generation X is a myth, but
it's not the grandiose fraud
Guccione sees perpetuated by
the media. Generation X is
simply the meldi.ng of the
Pepsi generation, the MTV
generation and the rust
American generation that
may fare worse than its
parents.
We are more heir to the Lost

COMMENTARY

Generation than the Baby
Boomers. We're the tenemant
Shangri La that is going to
have to put Crystal Pepsi in
the black, keep the Fox
network on the air and feed
the failed savings and loans
that were so adroitly gutted by
those baby boomers who see us
as a hopeless apathetic
.. socte
· tally orph ane
' d s 1a b of
history marking time ...."
,
We re. not the mo~t
app~ah.ng

demogra~h1c

destmat10n on the Madison
Avenue map, but we ~ ~e
targe~
of.
Gu.cctone s
advertisers 1n Spr.n., so ~e
loo~ ~way from the econoDUc
re3;htu:s to.ward. a more
soctologtcal dissect1on of what
constituted our imaginary
movement.
Generation X is a myth
created by the. need to push
products, to uru~ an 18 to ~9year-old populat~on marching
to the ~ats of ~erent drum
mac htne s.
tn.to
a
~emographtcal dtsposable
m~ome army under the
umt~d color~ o,f Benn~.ton.
Thetr rallyt~g cry: .For
evezr, generation ther~ 1s a
Gap, even the generatton the
Gap helped to create.
Generation X is a myth in
the same manner that every
modern
generational

distinction has been a myth,
because it focuses on the
trends of the decade that saw
that generation come of age
and these tastes and styles
become not only the symbol of
that generation but also its
bad&~
of
individual
membership.
A generation may begin to
unite in conscience, but this
unity will dilute into
commerce.
This popularized badge of
identification extends from
the paisley and bell bottoms at
Sears in the late sixties, to
dropping some bucks at the
mall the late seventies in
order to become fashionably
punk, to the new Pierre
Cardin flannel shirts which
cash in on the Seattle grunge
acene. Generational identity,
no matter how strong at times,
becomes commercial identity.
This commercialism is the
thread which dissects the
twentysomethinga and forms
a fmancial noose at the end
which even officializea and
bastardizes our attempta at
coming together. MTV
propagated dogma like Rock
the Vote (most of the original
spokescelebs didn't vote) and
Lollapaloozstock (the official
gathering of the tribes for the
Blank Generation} were more
marketing than movement.
For a new youth generation
to emerge in a meaningful
manner, its unity must be in
individuality
and
not
advertising demographics.
The choice and chance of a
new
generation,
this
generation, is to avoid
labeling and pigeonholing by
true
and
meaningful
accomplishments.

Everywhere
I
go..,
everywhere I turn this weelt,
I am seeing red. And is it
any wonder? It shouldn't M,
because, as everyone knows,
this is the week preceding St.
Valentine's Day, a day
dedicated
solely
tb
expressing love for those·
dear to your heart.
But what I want: to know fa
how this tradition ever cam"e
into being. With thal.
question in mind, I did a
little rese:~.rch on the subject.
Let's examine the facts
surrounding the beginni~g
of Valentine's Day for just a
momen~
'
Facts is the key word here
because no one is actually
sure how this special day got
its start.
According to one history
book, it started in the fifth
century when the Roman
Catholic Church sought to
replace a pagan god of lovers
with the actual Christian
saint of lovers, and he
happened to be named Saint
Valentine.
Valentine was a nob~e
character who performed
marriage ceremonies for
young lovers in secret
because marriage was
forbidden by the law under
Roman Emperor Claudius.
The story goes on to say ~t
he was beheaded on February
14 for his actions.
I also carne across another
interesting fact while
digging for information on
the upcoming holiday. St.
Valentine's Day is believed
to be the day when birds
choose their mates. Englli!h
poet Geoffrey Chaucer wro,.te
about this many years ngo. 7
Finally, I found an ·old tale
that attributes the beginning
of St. Valentine's Day to an
ancient Roman festival,
Lupercalia, that was supposed
to protect the citizens frdm
wolves. Part of the traditi~n
was for Roman men to beat
their mates with the hides of
animals to make them more
fertile. Go figure.
' "
So, if you interpret this as I
do, St. Valentine's Day ~is
nothing more than ~ a
celebratio:1. for beheadin.,g,
birds and beatings.
'
Where is the love? The
passion? Not to mention, t!te
flowers, candy and cards?
Do not. get me wrong. I am
all for love and passion (and
I'm especially aU for the
flowers, candy and cardtJ).
But I am not thrilled to h~ve
bloodshed and battery as part
of my holiday.
This brings me to the point
I have been trying get to all
along. I do not think it . is
necessary to even recogn.i.ze
St. Valentine's Day at all.
More specifically, we should
not have to designate a day
to say how we feel about the
ones we love. To me, that: is
something we should · be
doing every day of the year.
If you think about it, how
much does it mean to all of
you out there that you hear
those three special words .on
February 14? Don't you kind
of expect it? Wouldn't it ,be
nice to hear it 01: any giycn
day, not just because it is the
thing to do on a designated
day?
Go ahead and celebrate this
St. Valentine's Day as you
always do--with flowers.
cards, candy and gifts. But
remember this-the next time
the urge hits you to express
your love, you don't need a
holiday to do it. There are 364
other days in the year when
it is perfectly acceptable. !
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Say 'I love you'
every day, not
just Valentine's ~

Lance Balmer

Campua Life editor

:1

ATO bid inddent appalls writ~
Dear Editor.

As a fraternity man, I was
appalled by the shocking
behavior exhibited by
members of the local Alpha
Tau Omega chapter during
bid distribution.
At approximately 1:30 a.m.
on Feb. 8, members of the
local Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity caused numerous
disruptions in the residence
halls, resulting in bad
feelings towards fraternities
as a whole and culminating
in threats and physical
violence.

This type of inconsiderate
and inesponsible behavior
can only have adverse effects
on relations between Greeks
and the rest of the MSU
student body.
I ask that the I.F.C.
investigate this incident and
take appropriate action• to
censure the Alpha Tau
Omegas in an attempt to
alleviate some of the tensions
that the Alpha Tau Omegas
have caused.
If the I.F.C. continues to
ignore the criminal excesses
of fraternities such as the
Pikes (Pi Kappa Alpha) and

Alpha Tau Omegas, it can
only result in continued
public relations problems
between Greeks and the MSU
community. We fraternity
men need to eradicate
criminal behavior from our
midst, rather than protect
fraternities from suffering
the consequences of their
actions.
It is
only through
responsible behavior that we
can credibly provide the
positive leadership examples
that fraternities are famous
for.
Joseph Danielsen Baptist
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.Heading into the real wortd
By Patricia Cash Milburn

Com~unication
With the state of today's job
market, college students
$hould arm themselves with
the knowledge of what
employers are actually
looking for in potential
employees. Topping the list of
desired characteristics is
effective verbal and written
communication skills.
~ "Probably the number one
characteristic we look for in
potential employees is people
skills," said Wayne Heath,
district personnel manager
for J .C. Penney Company,
,Inc., in Knoxville, Tenn.
:'They have to be friendly
~nd
have
good
communication skills."
David Brown, director of
occupational safety and
'health and assistant human
·resource manager for LWD,
Inc., in Calvert City, agreed
that effective communication
skills are essential in an
.employee.
"Many
qualified
applicants may get turned
down if they are not able to
communicate effectively ,"
Brown said.
Contrary to what many
may believe, grade point
average
is
usually

skills top priority list

applicant's
academic to tell me about themselves. It
backgro~d is important.
was surprising how many
"The academic success could not handle this."
gives you an idea of how
Heath said conservative
ambitious the person is," dress is appropriate for both
Heath said.
males and females in an
Job interviews, especially interview situation.
the first one, can prove very
"I also look for selfstressful for recent college confidence but not to the point
graduates. Some interview that a person is arrogant,"
hints should help one be more Heath said. "Students need to
relaxed when interview time relax more for interviews
instead of being so rigid. It
comes.
Barry Brown, visiting also impresses me when a
lecturer in economics and person I've interviewed
finance at Murray State follows through by writing
University, has experience me afterward and keeping in
in interviewing first-time job touch."
seekers on college campuses.
Experience in the field is
Brown spent two years often important to an
interviewing people for employer, but it is not the
national bank examiner
positions with the eomptroller only criteria hiring is based
of the currency in the on.
Department of the Treasury.
"I look at experience and
the
reasons a person chose
"Some essentials for an
the
field," said Johnny
interview are good eye
Photo by TIM NOLCOX contact, prior knowledge of Bohanon,
assistant
the company with whom you superintendent of buildings,
are
interviewing, grounds, transportation and
Wayne Heath, district personnel manager for J.C. Penney Company, Inc., Interviews
promptneas, honesty and personnel for Calloway
Lisa Leggins, a 1992 graduate of Murray State University, for a position with his
appropriate
dress," Brown County schools. "However, I
company.
said. "You must also also take into consideration
considered heavily by signifies a person's ability to cooperative education and communicate well with the the interest the person shows
employers.
learn, which is very placement at Murray State interviewer. One of my in the job and the way they
"GPA is looked at by important to companies," University.
favorite things to do in an are able to communicate with
employers
because
it said Roas Meloan, director of
Heath also said an interview was to ask students me ."

Some resume rules changing
Today's college graduates_
are facing a tight and
extremely competitive job
marltet. One of the ways to
increase the chances of being
hired is to have a resume that
stands out above the rest.
According to the article
"How to write a resume that
generates job offers " by
Donald Asher in the 1992
college edition of The Wall
Street Journal's National
Business
Employment
Weekly, new graduates'
., resumes
should
list
education before experience.
Asher, president of Resume
Righters, a San Francisco
' consulting firm, and author
of From College to Career:
1
Entry Level Resumes for
Any Major, said in ~his
article that the education
section should not just list a
student's degree and major.
Listings of important
classes, research projects,
term papers, scholarships,
fellowships,
academic
awards, publications and
presentations should also be
· mcluded to further explain a
· Student's abilities to potential
employers. Students can also
. list specific skills acquired.
•• • "A major cause · of poor
resumes is a lack of
creativity when listing
., experience," Asher wrote.
"For this section, consider
including
internships,
volunteer work, part-time,
' holiday and temporary
positions,
unstructured
• assignments,
self! employment and odd jobs."

Resume Databanks---Need a job? Resume Databanks are a new alternative to the classifieds.
re are some numbers and
rates:

~tC O

elephope Ko~ '- ost
1~296--18?t:' ~ /$30 (1 year)

Name

JobBank USA
SklJISearch
~:.soo-..2.S;f~l'\ :::;:: /
National Resume Ba ,_., 1-8J~96-~
.......,.. ....., l - ·' •l. "' ~
;.-t~....,.
KINexus
,..,., ,
-'11-'800-S~U'

V"

Peterso~ p~exlon, ~~'-8()01.33*.8~:=$~22

Hispanr:fata

"1.~

.

1.l8Q5--628-5

(specializes In ~pant£ pro~e~>._,

:,>

... free to many students

~

Source: U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT

Asher said employment
unrelated to one's field can
be made to appear to have a
valid connection.
For instance, a waitress
might list the sales a1ril1a she
utilized in her job: ,.selling
add-ons and extras to
customers to achieve one of
the highest per-ticket and per·
night sales averages as well
as prioritizing and juggling
dozens of simultaneous
responsibilities."
Some characteristics that
used to be standard on a
resume are now not so
standard. Asher said age,
date or place of birth, height,
weight, race, marital or
health status should never be
placed on a resume. This
change has come about
because companies do not

$49 (1 year)
$25 (3 mths)
or $40 (6 mths)
$19.95 (6 mths)*
$40 (1 year)*
$15 (1 year)

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

want to appear biased in their
hiring practices.

As for the technical aspects
of the resume, Asher suggests
that resumes be only one
page in length with at least
an inch of white space on all
four margins and printed
with a laser printer on white
or iVorJ: paper.
One of the latest hiring
trends adopted by larger
companies that should also be
considered when preparing a
resume is that many
companies are now using
electronic databases to file
and pull resumes with the
desired characteristics.
According to the article
"Writing a
ComputerFriendly Resume'' in the
Oct. 26, 1992, issue of U.S.

.

News and World Report,
companie s ar~ going , tp
databases to cut the coste of
searching out potential
employees and classified
advertising.
In the past, "nobody ever
looked at the resume files
because they were just too
huge," said Karen Cross, an
employment specialist at
Nik.e, who was quoted in the
article .
Other companies are
searching for suitable
employees
through
independent
resume
databanks. Job seekers can
store their resumes in one or
a number of these databanks
for a small fee. When
employers have an opening,
they receive a list from the
databanks of people suitable
for that position.
These new databanks have
rewritten many of the age old
resume-writing rules. Italics,
blue or gray paper and small
print are hard for a computer
scanner to read. A positive
aspect, however, is that
technical jargon that shows
expertise in a certain field
can be used. Key words are
used to find people with the
desired skills.
If Murray State University
students need help in
preparing resumes, they can
see the staff at the office of
cooperative education and
placement on the second floor
of Ordway Hall or call 7622906 for an appointment.

•

·c hoosing career ts big decision
· The biggest decision
college students face is
usually deciding what they
want to do for the rest of their
lives. Many students choose
careers to please parents or
because they think they can
command a large salary.
These incentives, ho'w ever,
are not the ones career
co~selors stress.
Career counselors at
colleges and universities
around the nation are there to
help students decide what
kinds of occupations they are
suited for and will make
them happy.

The office of cooperative
education and placement at
Murray State University
offers many types of aid to
students searching for the
right career.
"We have
numerous
magazines and files on
companies," said Ross
Meloan, director of the office
of cooperative education and
placement.
The counseling and testing
office in Ordway Hall also
provides students with access
to the Discover computer
program that identifies fields

that go with a student's
values, interests, experiences
and abilities. The program
gives lists of career
opportunities based on the
student's input.
"The
basic
interest
assessment test takes
between one and one-half
hours to complete, but you can
spend up to 10 or 15 hours on
the program because of all
the features that are
available," said William
Allbritten, director of
co~seling and testing. "The
program also contains

information on resumes, all
the accredited colleges,
universities and graduate
s~hools in the United States
and 500 major occupations
that cover 98 percent of the
work force."
Many students will end up
working in a field not
directly related or totally
unrelated to their majors.
"Some students can apply
their skills to related areas
they may never have thought
of," Meloan said. "You have
to expand the focus of what
you can do."

A closer look at issues in the news

It
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Small companies
offer many jobs
Starting out small may
be the key to college
students succeeding in
their chosen fields. Larger
companies have laid off
numerous highly-qualifif!d
employees to help deal with
financial woes brought on
by a struggling economy.
"Companies are hiring
people with experience who
have been laid off from
high-level jobs," said Ross
!leloan,
director
of
cooperative education and
placement at Murray State
University.
"College
students will have a hard
time fin.ding good jobs, and
when they do they will
probably be ~deremployed .
Companies are hiring new
graduates for only a few
years so they don't have to
pay benefits to long-time
employees."
"People with three to five
years of experience are
applying for jobs that went
to college graduates a few
years ago," said David
Brown,
director
of
occupational safety and
health and assistant
human resource manager
for LWD, Inc., in Calvert
Oity.
These current hiring
trends make it sensible for
recent college graduates to
seek employment with
small businesses to gain
experience that will help
them
become
'more
qualified for positions at
larger corporations.
According to an article
titled "Forget the Fortune
500" by Constance J .
Pritchard in the fall 1992
college edition of The Wall
Street Journal's National
Business
Employment
Weekly, "Between 1988
and last year, small
companies
those
employing fewer than 600
people - added all of the
net new jobs in the U.S."
Some of the best fields for
college graduates to enter
now are health care and
engineering.
"Because of the growing
older population, there will
be a demand for health

care
professionals,
especially in the areas of
drug products and home
health care," said Barry
Brown, visiting lecturer in
economics and fmance at
Murray State University.
In the health care field,
nurses have been in the
highest demand. The
average starting salary for
a nurse jumped 7.2 percent
from 1991 to the fall of 1992
to $31,732, according to The
Wall Street Journal.
The Wall Street Journal
reported that both chemical
and petroleum engineers'
starting salaries increased
4.6 percent in the same oneyear period.
Chemical
engineers
received starting salary
offers of $39,203, while the
petroleum engineer figure
was $40,679.
To fmd that first job,
college graduates can use
several traditional search
techniques or try their own
creative approach.
Among
the
more
traditional areas to seek
out information on job
openings are classified
ads,
Chambers
of
Commerce, job fairs,
former employers, family
and friends
o:r the
telephone directory, Meloan
said.
The article "Ingenious
job hunting" by Brian Jud
in The
Wall
Street
Journal's fall 1992 college
edition of N a t i o n a l
Business
Employment
Weekly describes several
creative ways to land a
position.
Instead of attending job
fairs where everyone is
competing for a small
number of openings, attend
trade shows to get to know
about several companies
and
make
contacts.
Networking cards can be
given to the company
representatives at these
trade shows. These should
include
your
name,
degrees earned, busnness
objective, address and
phone number on one aide
and skills on the other.

.
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Fraternity makes plans
to build a new house
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staff Wrlter

Building has officially begun at the
comer of 16th and Main streets on what is
proposed to be the new Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity house.
Marc Peebles, ATO alumnus and
treasurer of the housing corporation board,
said the fraternity has been dreaming about
a new house for several years.
"The ground breaking was May 9, 1992,''
Peebles said. "That's when we knew there
was no turning back to build a new house."
If the weather is good, the new house will
be completed by August, he said.
"The new house will have two main floors
Photo by JUD COOK
with living quarters on each floor," Peebles
Construction has started on the site for the new Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house. said. "There will be 12 double rooms and a
The house, which should be completed by August, will be located at the corner of private room so it will house 25
The new building will be more than twice
16th and Main streets.

Local sorority expresses
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Assistant News Editor

Murray State will not be
getting a new national
sorority on campus this
semester. Theta Chi Delta, a
local sorority, had their
petition to become a chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta denied.

Jan e Hall, panhellenic
advi sor, stressed that this is
only a temporary setback
and they will still be looking
at other national sororities.
Hall said there were
several reasons why Alpha
Xi Delta turned down the
petition and none of them

•

intere~t ID

were through any fault of
Theta Chi Delta.
"It's not just Theta Chi
Delta they look at," Hall
said. "They look at all of the
sororities and they were
impressed
with
how
established they are."
"Sometimes it's easier to

as big as the existing one. The new house
will have television rooms, kitchens and a
parlor to display pictures, trophies and so
forth.
Even though Peebles would not say how
much the new house will cost, he said
funding for it has come from alumni
donations.
"The fraternity has been in active fundraising for the past year and a half, but the
new house has been a dream for the past
five years," Peebles said.
After the new house is built, the old house
will be torn down and turned into green
space, said Ed West, director of the physical
plant.
West said the University will probably
follow through with these plans next spring,
along with turning the old Factory Discount
Shoe store on the comer of 16th and Main
streets into green space if that meets the
Board of Regents' approval.

going national

start from zero," Hall said. national. ''
"The girls from Theta Chi
Amy Maxwell, Theta Chi
Delta are strong and might Delta president, said they are
have problems giving up
ready to go national, but it
their name. Alpha Xi Delta will be hard to make the
was a little concerned about
that. They didn 't feel the change.
girls were quite ready to give
"I think everybody wants
up their local status and go it, but there is concern over

totally forgetting 'theta Chi
Delta," Maxwell said. "The
sisters would want it
remembered."
Maxwell said it bas been
frustrating because they
thought things would happen
more quickly.

••
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The Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alumni Board

~

Happy Birthday
to our advisor

'l/.icl(j Jqnes
I

f' .

~~

We love you!
Love,
your sisters in
.Jit{pfia Omicron Pi

for the

Congratulations for a job well done!!

Business I Industry I Government

Career Day
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 16
Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Where: Currla Center Ballroom
What: Employment opportunities
Future employment

RAcE

Discuss your employment future with representatives &om a
cross section of companies and agencies such as:

U.S. Navy
Pepsi-Cola
J.C. Penney Company
Castner Knott Company
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
Missouri State Highway Patrol
Tennessee Department of Audit
Evansville Pollee Department
U.S. Secret Service
Sponsored by the Office of
Cooperative Education & Placernent

.'

AGAINST

TIME

IX

Call between 5 &: 7 p.m. to
get your 14" Large Pizza with
1 Topping and your price Is
the time you call.
(If you call at 6:18 p.m., the
cost of your pizza
is only •6.18!)

Ill

Every Monday &: Tuesday
This promotion
starts Feb. 15, 1993

VII

For a limited time
only

-753-6666

-......__ ___

Dixieland Center

-.
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Activities d'Amour - - - - - - - - •
Although flowers, candlelight dinners and
sweet letters are nice, there are many different
ways to add sparkle to your relationship.

'f laugh together
'f Do something old-fashioned
'f Give personal gifts
'f Use romantic gestures

-e· Set the mood t1 itl: l:".uslc
Source: WOMAN'S DAY MAGAZINE

'i Arrange a change of scenery
'f Use terms of endearment
'f Extend small courtesies
'i Listen for feelings
'e Make love a top priority
Graphic by HEAllfER BEGLEY

.

~ __
A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIFE
_ ___,
~
Condom week
Valentine's Day will kick off the beginning of
National Condom Awareness Week, Feb. 1420.
•As long as there are people out there having
intercourse outside the long-term monogamous
relationship, they need to use condoms," said
Judy Lyle, staff nurse at Murray State University
Student Health Services.
Information about the proper use of condoms
is available at the clinic.
Story on page 9

Valentine traditions

Historical confusion

Although the celebration is
traditionally marked by the exchange of
cards and gifts, countries have various
ways to celebrate Valentine's Day.
•In England, children sing special
songs and receive gifts of candy. fruit or
money. People bake Valentine buns
with caraway seeds, plums or raisins.
•In Denmark, people send pressed
flowers called snowdrops to friends.
•In Italy, people have a great
Valentine's feast.
·In the United States, many people
send flowers, a box of candy or some
other gift to their sweethearts.

The origin of Valentine's Day is
shrouded in mystery and so many
theories exist, it is difficult to determine
exactly how the holiday began.
One theory claims the holiday evolved
from a priest who fell in love with a
jailer's daughter while curing her of
blindness.
Anothertheorytraces theholidayback
to Geoffrey Chaucer who mentioned
that birds begin to pair off on Feb. 14.
One of the strangest theories centers
around the god Luperus, who protected
the Roman farmers. They sacrificed a
goat and a dog in his honor.

PageS
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Gifts
decrease
with time
By AMY WILSON
Campus Ufe Editor

When Valentine's Day
rolls around, couples
everywhere will express
their love for each other.
However,
do
the
expressions of love
diminish with time?
Michelle Smith, junior
home economics education
major
from
Eddyville, has dated the
same person for six-anda-half years.
"We
have
been
engaged for about a yearand-a-half and this year
he probably won't buy as
much for me," Smith
said.
In order to make
Valentine's a special
holiday, Smith said she
will make him some
heart-shaped cookies.
Being in a serious
.relationship might reduce
the amount of gifts, said
Kevin Reagan, senior
agriculture major from
Frankfort, Ind.
Reagan has been
married for about a yearand-a-half and this year
he plans to get his wife a
red rose, a card and
maybe a special gift. " I
did more before we were
m~ied," he said. "We
will probably go out and
eat at the Olive Garden
in Hopkinsville."
Despite being married
for a year-and-a-half,
Amy Jones, sophomore
child development major
from Providence, said
ahe hopes her husband
gets her something
special.
"He always got me
roses before and I hope he
does again," she said. "I
don't
really
think
marriage cuts down on
the amount of gifts."

Happy Holidays
from

ctMountaiq_

CV8uey;
~tee
. , _ ,8'7't
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Distances separate sweethearts
By KELLY MENSER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

If you think novelty store
cashiers will be overworked
this Valentine's season,
check with AT&T operators
and the U.S. Postal Service.
Long-distance relationships will require some
Murray State University
students to spend Sunday
staring at the phone or
mailbox. Shaley Baird,
junior English major from
Birmingham, Ala., is among
this group.
Baird said she is new to the
long-distance relationship
scene. For the past two years,
she
has
celebrated
Valentine's Day with her
boyfriend, who graduated
from MSU in December.
Because he teaches more than
two
hours
away
in
Henderson, Baird said her
semester has been quite
different.

"It's more stressful because
,he comes down on weekends,
so we have to get everything
done during the week," she
said.
A member of the equestrian
team, Baird will spend this
Feb. 14 at a horse show at
Morehead.
Valerie White, junior
fashion
merchandising
major from Waverly, Tenn.,
will also spend the day for
valentines without hers. But
because her boyfriend,
Travis, is at Alameda Naval
Base near San Francisco,
she said she is used to being
alone.
White's predicament is not
so awkward. In fact, it seems
to be the norm for the
relationship
she
has.
Although she bas been dating
Travis for seven months, she
has actually only seen him

for a few days.
White explained she met
Travis while he was at home
on leave last summer. After
spending only ten days with
her, he returned to California
until Christmas.
To help ease the loneliness
until Travis' next visit in
April, White said the couple
write each other frequently
and call once a week.
Unfortunately, these do not
make up for the time they
spend apart.
"It's just hard when you
don't get to see him that
often," White said.
But some advantages can
come from a long-distance
relationship. White said
classes keep her busy enough
at school.
"While I'm at school, it
keeps me from being
distJ;acted," she said.
Some students would prefer
to be distracted. Brandon

Oliver, freshman accounting
major from Fairfield, · Ill.,
said he sees no advantage to
having a long-distance
relationship.
Oliver said being separated
from his girlfriend, who is at
home, on Valentine's Day
will be even more difficult
than usual. So, to let her
know he is thinking about
her, Oliver plane to send hie
valentine carnations and
balloons.
For
Carrie
Bruce,
sophomore accounting major
from Paducah, Valentine's
Day will not be spent waiting
in the bushes for the
mailman to come. Instead,
abe said she plans to visit her
sweetheart in Benton, Ill.,
who will cook her a romantic
dinner.
Bruce said she looks
forward to seeing her
boyfriend every weekend.
She said the short time they

get to spend together is
important to her.
"Being apart makes the
time that we do spend
together more special," Bruce
said. "Sometimes, when you
see someone every day, you
take them for granted."
Heather Keith, sophomore
occupational safety and
health major from Benton,
Ill., agrees. Her boyfriend
attends Southern Illinois
University, so taking time
from their busy schedules to
be with each other can be
difficult, but worth it.
Although Keith talks to her
sweetheart by phone at least
twice a week and by mail
three times a week, abe said
it is not the same as being
together.
"Having to spend some
Fridays and Saturdays alone
is difficult," Keith said.

Students enjoy romances on screen
from Brookport, Ill., said her
favorite love story is When
Harry Met Sally, starring
Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan.
"It was neat how they
would not admit their
feelings for each other,"
Davis said.
Films
dealing
with
somewhat different feelings
are more popular among
Murray State University's
male contingent.
Terry McGregor, junior
chemistry major from
Morton's Gap, labels Basic
Instinct as his favorite.
"You never know what can
happen in a love affair," he
said.
Along the same lines,
Travers Houck, senior radioTV major from Houston,
calls The Lover the fllm he
would most like to watch on
Valentine's Day.
"It's
a
beautifully
photographed movie with a
sad ending," he said.
The theme is what draws

By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts & Enterta1nment Editor

Warren Zevon once sang
"Love. You can't start it like
a car, you can't stop it with a
gun. "
Whether you are trying to
jumpstart a relationship,
terminate one or simply
trying to remain somewhere
in between, nothing says
loving on Valentine's Day
like spending 90 minutes in
the dark with that special
someone ... and a movie.
Tastes often differ as to
what makes a good romantic
movie. but one film many
students agree upon is Beauty
and the Beast.
"I like this movie because
it is a story about two people
who are very much in love,"
said Stacey Gross, senior
elementary education major
from Frankfort.
Michelle
Chappell,
sophomore
computer
information systems major
from Henderson, also chose

•
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Graphic by HEATHEA BEGLEY

Beauty and the Beast as her
favorite romantic rllm .
"I really like Beauty and
the Beast because it shows
how one person tried to
change to wm love from
another," she said.
Allison Ward, junior
English major from Murray,

chose an older title as her
favorite.
"I love Children of a
Lesser God because it's not
just a love story7 it also
deals with commun~ation
and relationship," she said.
Lynda Davis, junior
elementary education major

Brian Whybark, junior
electrical engineering major
from Murray, toward Ghost.
"I really like the movie's
theme-love can conquer all,
even death," he said. "If I get
a chance (Feb. 14), then I'll
probably watch it."
Forever Young is the choice
of Chad Glass, junior
organizational communications
major
from
Louisville.
"I saw it recently and it
has a little romance in it at
the beginning and carries on
through the movie," he said.
For one student, a certain
fllm involves a special wish.
"My favorite romantic
movie is Chances
Are
because it shows that true
love never dies and that one
shouldn't be afraid to fall in
love," said Lori Thomas,
senior elementary education
major from Frankfort. "I
might even watch it again ...
if I have a Valentine!"

+···~

Valeatiae's
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STUDENT RUN RADIO

AvaQahle on campus
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Study .N ext Summer in the
United Kingdom and Ireland
MSU faculty will be teaching MSU courses in England, Scotland,
and Ireland next summer. Why not join them? Earn academic credit
and enjoy the experience of a lifetime!

Sunday Night 7-9:30 p.n1.
Monday-Thursday nights
6:30-9:30 p.m.

Program Features include:

753-0819

NOW
Monday- Friday tnomings
8 - 10 a.m.

Courses include ...

•airfare
•local transportation
*bed and breakfast •tours
•meal vouchers
•tuition scholarships for
•rail pass
•
qualified students

... iu Dublin, Irelaud, attd Glasgow, Scotla11d ..•

Call us at 762-4739
on

• Bill Payne-- Comparative Agribusiness-- the United States,

CABLE CI-IANNEL 11

the United Kingilom, and Ireland (AGR 551)

• Judy Payne-- Culture and Cuisine of Ireland and Scotland (HEC 597)
... in Loudo11, Etrgla11d ...

Richard Gere tn

• Gene Garfield -- Government and Politics of Western Europe (POL 551)
• Kenneth Tucker- Shakespeare and His World (ENG 548)

"Sommersby"
(P013)

~ina tlie

Perfect (jift for tnat Specia{
....plus more than 35 courses
taught by faculty from other universities

'llafentine at Pier 1
Silk Roses - Heart-shaped Baskets
candles & Bath Beads - Jewelry
snver, Brass & Marble
Jewelry Dozes

Potpourri

For information, co~ttact: Dr. Ron Cella: 762-4532
Dr. Gary Hunt: 762-4518
Ms. Linda Bartnik: 762-4152

and that's just the begtnntngt

11if11•1 iDIIJIJI•ts·
TI1e Place To Discover

Unb·enlty P1ua

'V'

oa Cbelltllut st.

Cooperative Centet for Study in Britain

n.
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. Time makes good gift ~~~~y, roses still sell
!!Y KELLY MENSER
Asststant Campus Life Edttor
r

..

While Whitman's and Brach's will
profit from this Valentine's season,
several stud~nts plan to give their
sweethearts something money cannot buy -time.
Byron White, freshman criminal justice
major from Owensboro, said he does not
have any unique plans for the holiday.
With a new relationship in the works, he
plans to spend the day with his special
someone and give her a card that says
something he cannot.
"A card that just hits the right spot and
expresses your true feelings is something
that you can't say in your own words,"
White said.
Jennifer Childers, freshman undeclared
major from Evansville, Ind., plans to
spend a little more on her valentine - $75.
But, she said, the money is not the issue.
"You should just spend it with your
honey," she said.
Amy Wilson, freshman elementary
education major from Bardwell, agrees.
But since she has been involved in a
relationship for some time, she is
accustomed to buying gifts.
"I'll spend just about anything," Wilson
said. "There's no limit."
This year, she said her boyfriend has
planned a surprise for her. Since he lives

50 miles away, she said she would be
satisfied with a simple romantic night
alone with him.
Kevin Carter, senior criminal justice
major from Owensboro, has other ideas.
He said he feels an engagement ring
would be the most romantic gift a guy
could give his valentine on the special day.
However, because he is already engaged,
Carter said the next best thing would be to
surprise his fiancee by wrapping himself.
Carter said be plans to take his fiancee to
dinner and buy her a few gifts. But these
gifts are not the focus of the holiday for
Carter.
"I think you should go ahead and show
your appreciation, not so much with gifts
but just take time aside that day and sho~
your affection," he said.
Kevin _Miner, senior . English major
f~m Chris~p~er, ill., s8ld he will spend
this Valentme s Day alone. However if a
secret admirer were to buy him someihmg
she should visit a florist.
'
"I've always wanted to get flowers " said
~iner. "I think it might be ki~d of
different."

Staff Writer

Valentine's Day can
become
a
stressful
undertaking for students on
a limited college budget.
Finding the perfect gift at the
perfect price the night before
the holiday is both an art and
a mystery.
Tom Gaines, owner of
Murray Floriat and Gifts,
said the single red rose is
still the most popular gift.
"Single roses in paper is
something inexpensive that
you can present to someone,"
he said.
Other popular gifts include
balloons attached to a bag of
candy, mugs with candy,
stuffed animals and candy.
"For years it was the big
heart with assorted chocolates
and a rose," said Debra
Mcnees, employee in the
foods
and
stationary
department of Wal-Mart.
"Now it has branched out to
bears,
balloons
and
individual suckers."
Maness said cards and
small hearts with assorted
chocolates are always good
sellers. She said there are
many modem versions of the
traditional candy sets.
Heart-shaped suckers with
bears and other designs on
the front have joined the hot
seller list.
Solid chocolate in the shape
of lips is one of the many
items that Maness said she
has never seen before.
One
item
Maness
recommends for college
students is a package in the
shape of a card containing a
romantic verse and a halfinch thick chocolate heart.
"It's something more for a
college student," Maness
said.
The Treasure House offers
inexpensive gifts appealing
to a young woman, said
Alyce Stocking, owner.

Even tho-ugh most couples buy the same
"generic" gifts each year, Miner said he
believes Feb. 14 should be a special day.
"I think it's a great time if you have
somebody," he said.

·Condom Week to begin

According to a brochure on experiences and drug use,"
condoms by the Kentucky she said. "If they' re
Department for Health embarassed to ask those
Services, condoms can also questions, they don't need to
prevent pregnancy up to 98 be having intercourse, even
percent of the time if used with a condom."
correctly and every time a
Lyle said students are able
person has intercourse.
to get condoms at Student
Lyle said people who use Health Services free of
condoms only part of the time charge.
are still at risk.
"As long as there are
"Most of the time is not people out there having
good enough," she said. intercourse outside the long''That is a real emphasis of term,
monogamous
next week."
relationship, they need to be
Lyle said communication using .them," she said. "In
is very important in a this day of HIV and hepatitis
Students can find small
relationship.
B ~re ~P,:e a lot who are at gifts such as glass hearts,
"People 'need to ask their risk despite the information candles and picture frames
partner about past sexual out there.''
for small prices. Many gifts

By AMY GREWE
'

Ass1stant News Ed•tor

Valentine's Day ia a day to
,show that special someone
how much you care and it
also kicks off
Condom
Awareness Week.
Judy Lyle, staff nurse at
Murray State University
Student Health Services, said
this week is important for
several reasons.
"It's to make people very
aware if they are going to
have intercourse, there are
sexually
transmitted
diseases out there that
condoms will help protect
against and they need to
wear them," abe said.
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Jesus loves your
Paid Advertisement
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no way we can pr.:pare."
"There is heaVY traffic the
night before, just like
Christmas,·· Maness said.

Stocking said the gifts are
perfect for someone you want
"We do . quite a bit of
to remember at this time of
business on Saturday,"
year.
Stocking said. "It is very
Another
problem
of common. People's schedules
Valentine's Day is fmding don't allow thP.m a chance to
the time to go look for a gift..
get gifts."
Merchants in the Murray
Murray Florist and other
area find big rushes the final stores will extend hours to
days before the holiday handle the last minute rush.
commonplace.
Gaines said a lot of the last
minute
business is from out
''Almost everybody waits
of
town
from parents and
until the last minute," said
boyfriends
of students.
Wendle Jeralds, owner of
Judy's of Murray. "Guys are
"Six truckloads went to
prone to waiting. They just MSU last year," Gaines said.
can't seem to remember it. "A lot of it goes to • the
We try to stock. up but there's students."

Love,
your sisters in Alpha Gamma De
753-9844

EXPIRES 2/28/93

I
I Vahdat

paructpannc storu only. Not valid With any other offer. Pncn may nuy .

Professional "In-Store" Custom framing

1Customer pays salc.a c.ax when applicable. ~livery areu llmucd 1o cnsu~ safe dm1r~
1Our dm·crs carrv less than S20 00. Our drivers an: not penahud for late dcll\·cnC!I
I I 0<'1'2 !);\m·no .; T'IZZ.-.. Inc

FRAME VILLAGE

~-------------------------------~
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MSU Students
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• Designer Mata
• Needlework

Spl-t.illl

Court Square

Expires 3-1-93

In Murray
759-9853

• Purchase must be paid In full and 1.0. presented at
Ume of order to qualify for discount.

:~

*SALE*
200A» Off Prlnts
IOOA» Off Prlnts

• Custom Framlng

5o/o off any order• of $10 or more
with current MSU I.D.
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in the shop range from $5 to

$20.
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Tamela Allen, senior radio/television major from
Camden, Tenn., looks at a card for her valentine at
Readmore Book and Card, a traditional gift In a not-sotraditional size.

Congratulations
Catherine Frazier
on a great job
during rush!

•'
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OPEN
Saturday Feb. 13, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday Feb. 14, 1·5 p.m.

no N.l2th st.
753-1515

- pick-up only

GIVE HER YOUR HEART.
Sentimental favorites in 14Kt. Gold.
Adorned with diamonds; handengraved florentine or plain. Puffed
hearts with coordinating 18" chain.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
(PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRA'IERNTIYJ

Would like to congratulate our new pledges. We are
so proud of youf
Angela Chipman
Lea Douglas
Jennifer Garland ·
Susan Hanellne
Natalie Johnson

by

BALLOU

Tramain Lewis

Janaye Ohlmann
Shelly Sldmehom
Kenntth Wray

I

Cook ~ Jewe['C;!J
ALVIN & EVA COOK - Owners

-

- -- -

-

-

~

----- -------=:.--:::::;.. ...

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502)753-1601
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TS · & ENTERTAINMENT
Earl to duke it out
By JANICE M. FULPS
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

ART FOR ART'S SAKE
Requiem for Evs Hesse, by Karen Boyd, professor
of art, Is currently on display in the Eagle Gallery.

Logically, one would think
that William Shakespeare
wrote the plays with which he
is credited. However, some
people are willing to argue
that point, namely Charles
Vere, Earl of Burford.
Lord Burford, a graduate of
Oxford University, has been
touring the United States
supporting the idea that one
of his descendants, the 17th
Earl of Oxford, was the true
author of the works attributed
to William Shakespeare.
Lord Burford contacted the
English department earlier
this semester, requesting a
debate on the authorship
question. Lord Burford
specifically asked to debate
with Robert Allen.
Allen, visiting lecturer in
the department of English,
said he really is not sure
why Lord Burford asked to
debate him in particular.
"Officially, my forte is
modernism, which is about
as far removed from
Shakespeare as you can get,"

Allen said, ''but I know and
love Shakespeare."
Allen, who has appeared in
Parade magazine because he
is self-educated, said he
assumed the press coverage
is what attracted Lord
Burford to him.

Tucker said.
"Shakespeare presumably
went to Stratford Grammar
School and a lot of his plays
show influence of the
curriculum of the time," he
said. "If he went to Stratford
Grammar School, he would
have had the education
roughly equivalent to that of
a college sophomore now."
Tucker said Lord Burford
contends his ancestor, who
was of noble descent, used
William Shakespeare as his
front because publishing
literature for profit was not a
dignified act of a nobleman.

Kenneth Tucker, professor
of English and teacher of
Murray State's Shakespeare
course, said this type of
authorship debate has been
going on for about a century.
"There have been people
who have claimed that
(Francis)
Bacon,
(Christopher) Marlow and
Queen Elizabeth really wrote
"I have full confidence that
Shakespeare's
plays,"
Shakespeare wrote the plays,
Tucker said.
but the Earl deserves his
Tucker said people who do chance to talk," he said. "I
not believe Shakespeare hope it will be a lively,
wrote the works theorize that exciting evening which will
he was not educated enough kindle
interest
in
to write his own plays.
Shakespeare
and
the
"This theory seems to have Elizabethan period."
come up primarily because of
The debate will take place
the view that he was ·a
country boy, born in at 7 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 18,
Stratford-at-Avon, who had in the auditorium of the
no university education," Special Education Building.

Music fawlty performs to aid students
By ANGELA SCHADE
Reporter

The music department
faculty at Murray State is
sponsoring a recital on Feb.
16 to raise money for
scholarships.
The department is in
serious competition with
schools throughout the state
and region for good music
students. Money is needed to

keep scholarships available
for the 's tudents said Marie
Taylor, coordinator of the
recital .
''Attracting good music
students to Murray State is
similar to attracting good
football
or basketball
players," said Taylor, an
assosciate professor of music.
The faculty has had
recitals during the fall

semester for several years.
President Ronald J. Kurth
suggested that they have one
in the spring, also.
The recital will feature
new music faculty members
Paul Thompson, flutist,
Laura Schumann, violinist,
and Chris Hayes, trombonist.
Also, Don Story, who has
been teaching music at
Murray State for more than

25 years, will play the
clarinet. Other members of
the faculty will perform, as
well.
"The recital will feature a
variety of works by Bozza,
Kreisler, Sulek, Dubois and
Gershwin," Taylor said.
The closing will contain
songs from the musical
Porgy and Bess such as
"Summertime" and ''It Ain't

Necessarily So."
"This group of songs is
appealing to all ages and
musical
backgrounds,"
Taylor said.
The recital will take place
at 8 p.m., Tuesday in Farrell
Recital Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $2 for all
students and $5 for nonstudents.

'Sex' arxl 'Naomi' deal with rontemporary issues
By ALLISON MILLIK:...:
A.:..:.
N_ _ __ _ _ __ _

Double Feature _ _ _ _ __

Staff Writer

Two one-act plays, directed and performed by
Murray State theatre students, will run Thursday
and February 19 in Wilson 310B.
Sex, Drugs, Rock·n-Roll, directed by Trish
Crider, will begin at 7 p.m . and Naomi in the
Living Room, directed by Tish Usher, will follow.
The productions are a requirement of a theatre
class, Directing II, and contain everything Crider
and Usher have learned in Directing I and II.
Crider and Usher have named the night's
productions On the Edge with Tish and Trish, and
all students with a Murray State identification are
admitted free. Admission is $1 without an ID.
I

Mark Malinauskas, director of theatre, said
Crider and Usher were responsible for choosing a
one-act play, auditioning for casts, designing the
set, collecting props and blocking the movement of
the characters.
Malinauskas said Crider and Usher must also
submit a director's book before receiving their
final grade.
Some of the required elements in the director's
book include: background research of the writer,
his previous plays, the theme of the play, a synopsis
of the plot and a bibliography of works cited.

Sex, Drugs, Rock-n-Ro/1
Sex, Drugs, Rock-n-Roll has eleven characters,
each performing a monologue that is about excess
in certain aspects of life.
"It is about excess of every kind," Crider said, "it
deals with drug excess and what happens to people
who use drugs; it's about people who are obsessed
with money and what happens to them; it's abOut
people who have completely lost it due to stress." It's
about overindulgence in sex, rock-n-roll, drugsoverindulgence in everything,".
Crider, senior economics major from Marion,
said she chose the play because "it deals with issues
that face us today."

On the Edge with TISh and Trish :two one-act plays.

• Sex, Drugs, ROCk-n-RoU • When: 7 p.m;
directed by Trlsh Crider
Feb. 18 & 19
• Naomi in the Living Room • Where: WilsOn Hall
Room 3108
directed by Tish Usher
Admlulon Ia frN MtJ MSU ID, $1 wMout

Source: MSU THEATER DEPT.

Sex, Drugs, Rock-n-Roll was written by Eric
Bogosian, best known for Talle Radio, and
dedicated by Bogosian to "fellow artists taken so
young by the plague of AIDS."
Besides an underlying theme of overindulgence,
Crider said the play contains scenes in which
homeless men are concerned for the environment
and the threat of AIDS.
Crider said one character, Rock Law, a
stereotypical top executive in a company, does
everything he can to make money, no matter how
he treats his employees or clients.
Other characters include Benefit, an ex-rock star;
Artist, an artist who is afraid of the outside world;
Stag, a guy who brags about everything that he did
at a stag party; Dirt, a homeless penon who is
concerned about the environment; and Live, a
mafia-type hitm.an.
"I saw some of the monologues out of it in
competition on the speech circuit, and I decided that
what Murray State needed was to be rocked just a
little bit," Crider said about choosing Sex, Drugs,
Rock·n·Roll.
"We're spoiled living in Murray, because it's so
nice, and it's relatively clean and everybody is
happy," Crider said. "There's not really a problem
with anything like homelessness.
"We don't get to see that; we see it on the news
and then we talk about how we're so~ for them,
but we don't do anything about it," she said.
"It's good that we are exposed to this and the real

Puppy Power - - - - - - - - - - •

The Poky Little Puppy has become a part of almost everyone's
childhood. And after fifty years, it is still the favorite. Here are the
selling Little Golden Books:

Saggy Baggy Elephant

Tootle the Train
The Poky Little Puppy
Source: USA TODAY

7 million•

8 million•
--------~

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

14 million·
•number of boolcs MJid
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

problems that are going on right now,'' Crider said.
"We need to wake up and say, 'These things are
happening, and what can we do about it? How can
we help these people?"', she said.
"People need help, they need you to listen to their
story," Crider said. "They need you to listen to
their real problems."

Naomi In the Living Room
Usher said the play is "abstract expressionistic
theatre," centered around one character, Naomi,
who is on the edge of losing control of her life.
"She is out of touch with what is going on around
her," said Usher, senior double major in speech
and theatre from Benton.
"What has happened is her son and daughter-inlaw come to visit," Usher said, "and she doesn't
want them there and is having a hard time dealing
with them."
"Naomi is pretty psychotic," Usher said. "She
goes off on tangents and busts out with screams
and yells and is sort of schizophrenic."
Usher said Naomi tries to keep everything in her
life categorized. For instance, in showing her son
and daughter-in-law around her house, Naomi said
the living room is for living and the bedroom is
where we go to bed. She tries to keep everything in
order, because in reality her life is not in order.
When things occur that Naomi is unprepared for,
she often gets angry, changes the subject or does
something unexpected.
"My interpretation of the show is that all this is
actually just occuring in Naomi's mind," Usher
said.
Usher said the play is a comedy with an adult
theme.
"It is controversial from the language and adult
content,'' Usher said. "The actual plot is not
necessarily as controversial as the language and
situations going on."
Naomi in the Living Room was written by
Christopher Durang and was voted one of the 10 best
one-act plays of 1990.

\Jfllm go~•~:.;,~~re'

Nowhere to Run, the latest film from JeanClaude Van Dam me, has the "actor" playing the
role of Sam Gillen, an escaped convict who
fights to save the land of the widowed Clydie,
portrayed by Rosanna Arquette.
Taken from a script by Joe Eszterhas, who
authored Basic Instinct, the film was supposed
to be Van-Damme's breakthrough into the world
of "serious actors." Unfortunately for him, the
film falls laughably short of its goal.

by KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Whatswrong
with sex?
As the eighties came to an
end, the Motion Picture
Association of America
ratings board abandoned its
traditional X rating in favor
of a kinder, gentler NC-17.
The board's reasoning was
that the pornography industry
had given the X rating a bad
name and that the average
citizen perceived an , X-rated
film as being "dirty." In
reality, rather than creating
a new rating, it merely
renamed an old one.
The new film Boxing
He l e n a has, for the
umpteenth time, raised the
question of the value of the
NC-17 rating it was given.
By no means is Boxing
Helena your typical family
fare.
The film tells the story of
Dr. Nick Cavanaugh, a
respected surgeon, who has rl
one-night stand with his
neighbor, Helena. During the
next few weeks, Cavanaugh
becomes obsessed with
Helena and does his· best to
see her again, but is
constantly rejected. When
Helena loses her legs as a
result of an accident, she is
left in the care of
Cavanaugh, who, in tum,
unnecessarily amputates
Helena's arms and, as the
title impHes, keeps her in a
box. For one reason or
another, Helena comes to
love the doctor.
The reason it was given the
MPAA kiss-of-death is one of
the greatest evils confronting
society as we head into the
20th century. The reson being
given is ... (the prudish,
squeamish or faint of heart
should skip to the next
paragraph) ... sex.
Boxing Helena is not a
violent film~ it is a film that
provides a new twist on the
age-old boy meets girl, boy
falls for girl, boy mutilates
girl love story. In contrast,
virtually any action movie
has the hero kill the bad guy
(or at least several dozen of
his accomplices) in the end.
The question is, why is tpe
MPAA afraid of sex, but yet
merely winks at violence?
According to calculation s
derived from a 1989 study in
An American ProfileOpinions and Behavior, 19721989, the average American,
by the age of 59, will have
had sex 4,002 times. On the
other hand, the average
penon will kill, what, five,
maybe six people tops.
Which is more harmful to
watch, sex or violence? In an
age when only the most pious
or just plain unlucky will
abstain from having sex,
why is viewing the act
considered so wrong? It's sex
for God's sake. It's meant to
happen. It has to happen. It's
even tought in schools.
Apparently, at least in the
eyes of the MPAA, we can do
it, talk about it, even sing ,
about it, we just can't see it.

WKMS adds features

Wild Turkey Ad

WKMS radio station has recently
added a series of radio features dealing
with African-American heritage to its
public radio format.
The African-American heritage radio
features include news, drama, classical,
jazz, big band, calypso and reggae
programs.
In news and drama, WKMS will
broadcast •Anna Devere Smith: In Her
OwnWords"at5p.m., Sunday, Feb.14,
In jazz, "Unsung Giants of Jazz" will
air each Wednesday night at 10.
WKMS, 91 .3 FM, broadcasts from
Murray State University.

The National Wild turkey Federationt
is hosting the annual National Wild•
Turkey Federation Grand National Art'
Print Competition Feb. 19 and 20, as
part of its 17th annual! Convention and
Sports Show, at the Louisville
Commonwealth Convention Center.
The NTWF, a non-profit conservation
organization which is dedicated to the
restoration and management of the
American wild turkey and other wildlife,
will also be having its fourth annual
carving contest
There will be cash prizes, trophies,
and "judges choice" awards given.
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Film 'Nowhere' near believable
By KRIS LAWRE_N_CE
_ _ __
Arts and Entertainment Editor

What do Nowhere to Run
and a tapeworm have in
common? They both pique
your curiosity at first, but
leave you feeling pretty
empty inside.
In Nowhere to Run, master
thespian Jean-Claude Van

REVIEW
Damme stars as Sam Gillen,
an escaped convict on the run
from the police.
He didn't just tunnel his
way underneath a security
fence or slip away hidden in
a laundry truck, Gillen
engineered an escape that
involved having the prison
transport bus run off the road
and flipped over on to its
side. Gillen not only
endangers the life of the
convicts and the prison
officials, during the process
several if not all of the
convicts escape.
Gillen then camps out on
the property of the recently
widowed Clydie, portrayed by
Rosanna Arquette . Gillen
soon finds Clydie's home
and watches through the
bathroom window as she
undresses. He then breaks
into her home, gun in hand,
looking to take whatever he
needs.
For some reason, this
doesn't exactly seem like
your typical hero in the white
cowboy hat. This could have
worked
to the film's
advantage
but
falls
incredibly short of its
potential.
The main premise of the
iilin is that Clydie is being
terrorized by greedy land
developers who want her
land at any cost. Van
Damme, as per his contract,
rides in to save the day.
Throughout the course of
the film, we are led to believe
that Gillen:Jlas performed an
about-face, falling in love
with Clydie and becoming a
father-figure to her two young

Photo courtesy of COLUMBIA PICTURES

Jean-Claude Van Damme stars as Sam Gillan, an
escaped convict, In the film Nowhere to Run.
children. It just really the breakfast table, Bree
doesn't happen. I didn't buy blurts out that Gillen "has a
it and neither did much of big penis." Clydie then
the audience.
corrects her, saying that
The film contained more Gillen only "has an average
"things that make you go penis." You can imagine the
'hmmm "' than ·Arsenio boots and hollers that one
Hall's entire car eer. The generated.
most noticeable being that
Finally, this is just a
Clydie's husband, in pictures major beef 1 have with any of
and home movies the Van Damme's movies. Why
audience is shown, is a must Jean-Claude's rear end
relatively small man-tall, be on display during each of
but skinny as a rail. Later in his films? Action movies are
the illm, the shorter and made for big, rugged, manly
much more muscular Gillen men-men who aren't all
is seen wearing Clydie's that impressed by the sight of
dead husband's clothes. The his big, Belgian heinie.
shirt, jeans and even the
Van Damme has said that
shoes of the deceased fit the reason he made this film
Gillen like a glove.
is so that be can be
Another problem with the considered a "serious actor."
fllm is a highly unnecessary I never remember seeing
scene
involving Bree, Olivier, DeNiro, Hoffman,
Clydie's daughter, portrayed or Redford having to r ely on
by seven-year-old Tiffany their backsides to carry a
Taubman. One morning at ftlm ... or their careers.

Kaplan
gives you 4 reasons to start
training now for the April
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'IIiere are many
ways to mal<!- Cove
witfiout ·aoin' it.,

At Kaplan, you don't have to wait for our first class to get a
head start on the MCAT. Our learning extras help raise
your score as soon as you enroll.

•

For more Health Line
information-Call

Kaplan's MCAT Diagnostic Test profiles your scoring
strengths and weaknesses, so you can set your
training goals.
Kaplan's Home Study Notes mean you can take it with
you. Indexed, illustrated and reader-friendly-- 1300
pages of science review.

e

Kaplan's Big Picture Videos makes science brush-ups
easy and engaging.

0

Kaplan's Audio/Video Learning Lab gives you access
to the world's largest collection of MCAT practice
materials.
All this before you even begin our class sessions!
Read y to start? Call collect. ..

(901) 767-1861

762-3809

KAPLAN
The answer to the test q u estion.

Classes will start on
Feb 13 at U.T. Martin.
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ROOMIES

Photos feature black women
A collection of photographs relating to prominent black
women in American history will be on display through
the month of February in the lobby of the Waterfield
Library.
The collection, titled Black Women: Achievements
Against the Odds, features 18 women representing a
wide range of occupations from the past 200 years of
American history.

·Grad displays work locally
A Murray State University graduate will have his
contemporary photography on display at the Murray
Chamber of Commerce offices, located at 417 S 4th St.
through April!.
C. Todd Birdsong, photographer, received his bachelor
of science degree in advertising. He now works at the
Market House Theatre as assistant technical director
and lighting and set d'e signer. He also serves as a
projectionist for the Paducah Film Society.
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Week in Preview
• Cinema International. Nicholas and Alexandra , an
American film, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the Curris
Center Theatre. Admission is free.
• Cinema International. Gaslight, a 1944 American film, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 18 at the Curris Center
Theatre. Admission is free.

WHEELER

JOSHUA WILKES'

• Faculty Recital. John Dressier, associate professor of
music, will perform on horn, and Marie Taylor, associate
professor of music, will perform on piano at 8 p.m., Sunday,
Feb.14 in Farrell Recital Hall. Admission is free.
• Faculty Scholarshi p Rec ital. A dozen falculty
performers will give a recital at 8 p.m., Tuesday, Feb.16 in
Farrell Recital Hall. Admission is $5 for adults and $2 for
students with an MSU ID. Proceeds will go to music student
scholarships.
• Humanit ies Semi nar. Dr. Elizabeth Brown -Guillory,
associate professor of African-American literature at the
University of Houston, will present a seminar on multiculturalism
at 3 p.m., Monday, Feb. 15 in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center. Brown-Guillory will also present a dramatic reading at 7
p.m., Monday, Feb.16 in Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Auditorium. Admission is free.

tt
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o/a{entine SPECIAL

Factory Discount Shoes
1600 Main St.

Give Her A Pizza Your Heart!

Ladies Shoes

6

\.

pairs

~29.95

.

!Heart
6turWoo
6urtkru{ goCtf
rtpCtca rintJ.

panaa

6¢ Copies

Large Heart-Shaped Pizza
Large Pepsi (2-Straws!)
and Carnation For Your Sweetyl

Full Color Copies
Enlargements
& Transparencies
While -U- Wait

Only
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our newest pktfge

WhUe Supplles Lut ·

XjmSmitfi
1411 Main

(Broken Heart Upon Request)

Heart-Shaped Cherry Dessert Pizza
With purchase of
Only $200

502-753-7117

COUPON!

LliiDIIar
A Full Line of Paint, Lumber. and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom She!! Units!

Bel-Air Shopping
Cent er
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SPORTS
Racer lessons

JAMES G.
LOCKWOOD
Sports
Editor

UT-Martin learns why Murray's first
II, Wil8r
JEFF

Using faculty
smart move
for Nutt, MSU
Though spring practice has
not even commenced,
Houston Nutt, Murray State
University's new head
football coach, has already
made Racer football
something to catch, while
proving many critics wrong.
The song has already been
' sung many times about
Nutt's cuTTent performance.
In just three recruiting
weekends, Nutt generated a
recruiting class worthy of
notice for more than just one
reason .
Next year's recruits are
fast, smart and recognizable.
Aside from the lone recruit
from Memphis, Tenn. and
the few from Little Rock,
Ark., the rest of the 21
recruits are from no more
than two hours away. This
proves that MuTTay can
recruit in its own backyard
and not have to look in the
Northeast or Texas. Most
Murray fans do not have
sons or daughters graduating
from high schools in these
areas, a possible factor in the
lack of interest for MuTTay
football among the fans.
Here's where my tune
changes from the rest,
though. Nutt does not take the
praise for the good recruits.
He has passed it to the faculty
aQd administration for
getting 21 young men to
Murray, at least half of those
on partial football
scholarships.
M&lly of the young men
carry decent grades and
CT scores. In fact, only two
ave scores below NCAA
equirements to play, while
~Reuel Shepherd, a 6-2, 180~~~und quarterback from
!Conway, Ark., brings to
!Murray a 26 ACT and a 3.92
,grade point average.
: And these men are all:state, all-conference or all. ! district players, making
;them quality players for any
,: school, Division 1 included.
: What Nutt did was sell the
; students (notice I did not say
l athletes) on Murray State's
: academic programs. By
, getting the parents of the
: recruits to drive the students
:to MuTTay, Nutt had the
:1professors sell MuTTay State
j to the families, rather than
rhave his staff sell the
: recruits on MuTTay football.
: Nutt proved that MuTTay's
1 athletics could be used to
market Murray's academics.
'Working with the
University's academic
departments, Nutt was able to
bring quality students, not
just athletes, to the campus.
t This time last year,
: Murray's athletics and
• academics collided as
: everyone tried to save the
: University. Nutt has shown •
,r that only working together
• can this academic institution
: move against a stream of
: Nineties economics and 21st
: century demands.

~
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Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
Mechelle Shelton dominated the boards for the
Racers as she pulled down 12 rebounds against
Southeast Missouri State University.

SEMO trips Murray

fo·r conference win
By SCOTT NANNEY

Stiff Wri1er

If basketball games ended at halftime, Munay State
University's Lady Racers would be atop the Ohio Valley
Conference standings.
•
Another good first half of basketball was played only to
see the Lady Racers squander away the lead and the
victory in the second half of an 86-72 loss to Southeast
Missouri State University Monday night at Racer Arena.
Kelly Breazeale, women's head basketball coach, said
her team came out and played very well in the first half.
"We had a very good team effort out there in the first
half and played a good zone press that kept us in the
game, but we backed down in the second half," Breazeale
said.
.
Things did not get off to a good start for the Lady
Racers as SEMO jumped out to an early 6-2 lead on a
pair of layups and a long jumpshot.
But MSU quickly caught fire with a 12-5 run led by a 6point outburst from Jennifer Parker. She gave the women
a 14-11 advantage with 13:26 left in the half.
MSU kept up the pace as the lead ballooned to 11 points
at 26-15. Parker, Krista Haberer, Lequida Pearson,
Mechelle Shelton and Kristi Snell each added a basket
during the stretch.
A once-comfortable MSU lead was sliced to just one
point as SEMO put together a 12-2 run to make the score
28-27 with 4:37 remaining in the half, but the Lady
Racers held on for a slim 41-37 lead at halftime.
The game stayed close until midway through the
second half when SEMO broke the game wide open with
a 17-4 run for a 66-53 lead from which MSU would be
unable to recover.
"I think that we made a step forward in the first half
and executed very well," Breazeale said. "All we need to
do is come out and play both halves the way we played
this first one tonight."
Forward Rechelle Cadwell said the team will have to
put together two good halves of basketball to play well for
the rest of the season.
"I think we need to concentrate on coming out here and
playing a 40-minute game instead of just playing for 20
minutes," Cadwell said.
Breazeale said that the team will have to work hard in
preparation for the next couple of games.
'We will have to work on our press offense and come
'together a bit more to compete well against upcoming
opponents," Breazeale said.
The Lady Racers played new conference foe
University of Tennessee-Martin Thursday night. A win
would keep the ladies out of the cellar in the OVC.

l

DREWS

In round two of David
versus Goliath, once again
Goliath knocked the Pacers to
pieces, 100-74, with aggressive
defense, great teamwork and
good shooting.
Frank
Allen quickly
asserted himself into the
Racer offense, tossing in a
soft 21-foot, right-handed
jumper to give the Racers the
early 3-0 lead.
On their next possession,
Cedric Gum.m buried a 7-foot
jump shot to increase the lead
to 5-0.
Finally the Racer defense
broke down and Pacer Tim
Britt scored a layup over the
outstretched arms of Antoine
Teague.
Murray State went ahead 136 after Maurice Cannon
buried a 16-foot jumper.
But Tennesse-Martin pulled
to within one point, 23-22,
when Chris Busyn converted
a three-point play with 8:07
remaining in the first half.
However, Murray remained
determined not to let UTMartin win.
Another three-pointer by
Frank Allen started a 9-0 run,
giving the Racers some

breathing room.
VVhen the Pacers appeared
to be staging another rally,
junior
Antwan
Hoard
answered the call with
aggressive offensive rebounding and relentless defense.
Hoard's work on the glass
allowed the Racers to trade
baskets with the Pacers until
the Racers were able to run off
some more points.
"This team is explosive.
What I try to tell them to do is,
at the worst, trade baskets and
then get your spurts," said
head coach Scott Edgar.
With 4:12 remaining, the
Racers got their spurt by
dominating the Pacers
offense and torching the
Pacers defense with a .10-2
run. This led to a 44-30
halftime advantage.
Murray State was able to hit
.500 from the field while
holding the Pacers to .393 in
the first half. The defense
also produced 14 turnovers.
In the second half, the
slaughter increased.
The Pacers offense was
vicitmized by the Murray
State pressing defense.
"The press wears on you. I
don't think the full effect of
the press took place until the

second half," Edgar said.
"Some teams aren't just
well equipped to handle the
full-court pressure, '' Edgar
said.
"The same shots are there
but they might be a little short.
The passes aren't as crisp or
you don't come meet the ball
as much."
Murray State's defense was
not the only factor in the
vitcory. The offense played an
important role as six players
scored in double digits.
Cannon sizzled the net with
his right-handed jumper to
give the Racers a 53-38 lMd.
Gumm continued to work
hard as he sliced up the Pacer
defense with acrobatic layups,
fmishing the game with 16
points. He also led the team in
rebouding with eight.
Hoard scored 16 points on 77 shooting while Marcus
Brown had 12 points along
with four steals.
The Racers travel to
Eastern Kentucky University
on Saturday and Morehead
State University Monday
before returning to Racer
Arena.

Warriors take fi7z from 200 Proof
~SCOTT

Wrtter

NANNEY

Wednesday night, 200 Proof was handed a
sobering loss by the Walk Through Warriors,
4644.
The Walk Through Warriors came out of
the gate quickly, runnig off a 6-1 advanta,e
with 14:30 left in the first half.
.
The lead rapidly inflated to 13 points with
12:50 remaining, but 200 Proof fought its way
back into the game and cut the lead to just
five points at halftime.
200 Proof continued the comeback and tied
the score midway through the second half at
30-30 with 11:17 left in the game. The score
see-sawed back and forth throughout the rest
of the game and ended when 200 Proof was
unable to convert its shot attempts.
James E. Fraley said good defense and foul
shooting won the game for the Walk Through
Warriors.
Dusty Pagel lead the Walk Through
Warriors with 11 points and Clay McGlone
ecored 18 for 200 Proof.

Grandpa's outlast Trolls
In a ,game that was closer than the score
indicated, the Grandpa's pulled away from
the Troll Toppers for a 37-29 victory.
The Grandpa's took command early,
jumping to a 7-0 advantage with 14:25 left in
the first half.
Not to be outdone, the Troll Toppers battled
their way back into the game and trailed just
20-16 at halftime.
The Troll Toppers came out in the second
half and scored the first five points to tie the
score at 20-20. The Grandpa's regained the
lead and were able to hold off the Troll
Toppers in the final seconds with free throws
that padded the lead.
Brent Highfil said rebounding and good
defense were the keys to the Grandpa's
victory.
"We got some good defense and many key
rebounds to go along with some clutch free
throw shooting," Highfil said.
The Grandpa's Michael Travis said
persistence was key to the outcome of the
game.
"If you keep pounding and pounding away
at the basket, some shots are bound to fall,''
Travis said.
Jon Seagram lead the Grandpa's with 14
points.

Tim Brady (dark Jersey) of the Starz and
David Fields (light jersey) of the Cats
took part In an Intramural-extra Monday
night. Local teams played the Schick 30n-3 Challenge, a national competition
featured at universities around the
nation.

In other games Wednesday night:

•Alpha Tau Omega lead 10-2 midway
through the first half as they coasted to a 42-10
win over Alpha Gamma Rho. Brian Thomas
paced the ATO attack with 16 points.
•The Average Joes squeaked past the Open
VVheels 55-64. Jay Kaufman was the leading
scorer for the Average Joes with 18 points,
while Andy Poore lead the Open Wheels with
21.
•Large-N-Charge pulled out a 30-26 victory
over NBWB as Jason Swift had 17 points for
Large-N-Charge. Jamie Smith scored 11
points for NBWB.
•steve Slates lead Hit & Run with 19 points
in an 89-50 triumph over N x A "B". Jason
Hunt scored 17 points for N x A "B".

c--~--------------------------------------------------~------------------Racer of the Week
StoP,ped S t r e a k - - - - - When the Univers~y of Cincinatti lost Saturday, it ended a 15~game
winning streak and left Jackson State University with the longest
current winning streak at 14 games.
15 games, stopped

Cincinatti

14 games, still going

Jackson St.
Murray St.

6 games, still going
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

e-.=.:RA::..:.:C...;;;;.;ER;;::;;::::;;.:.:........RE:........PO_R_T_-..,
Hockey Couds?
Basketball courts are no longer used for
shooting hoops in the afternoons.
A group of Murray State students have mixed
the craze of rollerblades and hockey to form a
hockey club on MSU's campus.
The club takes over a basketball court two to
three times a week behind Springer Hall.
The once spectator sport consists of
members who have never played hockey until
coming to Murray State University.
Story on page 14

Cedric Gumm, a slx-footjunior guard
from Bowling Green, has been named
Racer of the Week by The Mu"ay State
News.
Gumm scored a career-high of 27
points, Including four-of-five shooting
from three-point range, in Saturday's
game against Southeast Missouri State
University.
Gumm scored 16 points connecting
with four-of- four free throws to aid the
Racers in another Ohio Valley
Conference victory Wednesday night
against the University of Tennessee·
Martin Pacers.

Cederlc Gumm

,., Murray State News
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Southern hockey
Students discover rollerblades to play without ice

n
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Third-ranked rifle team hosts sectional,
could improve ranking with qualifier
Staff Aepott

"If they falter and we have a good day
When the Racer rifle team hosts the it could happen," he said.
'
collegiate sectional qualifiers this
Green said his shooters have been
weekend, they will have more to contend
practicing more than usual this past week,
with than the teams they are boating.
The rifle team goes into the weekend which should put them in position to have
ranked third in the nation, behind the good qualifying scores for the
University of West Virginia and the championships. The only thing hindering
University of Alaska-Fairbanks, nos.l them could be the flu, which has hit acime
of the team. However, everyone ia expected
and2.
to compete.
The team could improve ita ranking
with a good showing, but they will have to
Kate Keleman, Murray's top smallbore
do more than just beat fifth-ranked shooter at the•Roger Withrow Invitational
Jan. 30, said everyone is shooting at hia
Tennessee Tech University.
best right now, scoring personal highs at
West Virginia and Alaska are also the invitational.
shooting this weekend in separate
sectionals. Scores from all the .ectionala
She said Tennessee Tech should be the
are gathered and tabulated to determine only competition for Murray here,
team ranks and the·eight teama that will although outshooting Alaska and West
compete in the NCAA Championships Virginia will be in the back of their
March 11 and 12.
minds .

KRIS LAWRENCE
r i Entiriilnment Edtor

In an area where the name
Lemieux is often mistaken
for a sneeze and icing is a
cake decoration, rather than
a penalty, a group of Murray
State students are engrossed
in the sport ofhockey.
With the nearest ice rink
more than two hours away,
the students are capitalizing
on one of the newest crazes
in sports... in-line skates.
In the faU of 1991, Steve
Pobst, senior radio-TV m~or
from Sikeston, Mo., and
Brax White, junior business
administration major from
Princeton, formed the MSU
Hockey Club.
The group plays between
two and three times a week
on the basketball courts
located behind Springer
Hall.
Pobst said originally the
club was intended to broaden
the interest in hockey as a
spectator sport. That interest,
he said, soon evolved into
playing floor hockey and
eventually, with the popularity of the new skates, roller
hockey.
"I had seen rollerblades on
TV and around campus
before, but never made the
connection of using them to
play hockey until I saw these
guys," said Joseph Mayer,
senior art m~or from Dover,
Tenn.
The majority of students
involved aTe newcomers to
the sport, never having
played hockey before they
came to Murray.
"My cousin lives in
NashviUe and he took me to
a NashviUe Knights game
when I was 14, and I've been
hooked ever since," White
said.
"I lived in Boston for a
year and while I was there I
became a big hockey fan, but
I never got to play," Mayer
said.
Dwayne Strachan, junior

For these students, no Ice
Is no problem. In-line
skates, or rollerblades,
allow these guys to play
hockey In the warmest of
weather. Even In shorts,
Steve Pobst (goalie), Ted
Schafer (white jersey) and
Dwayne Strachan (dark
Jersey, top photo) look like
seasoned hockey players.
Slap-shots (right photo)
are different with a ball,
though, than a puck.

Coach Elvis Green said it is not likely
his team can overtake West Vtrginia, but
there are possibilities.

Murray could qualify its gold and blue
team, but only one team can go to the
championships.
·

--ri~,~.
~
~r~r

Photos by JUD COOK •

math major from Roseville,
Mich .; has been playing
hockey since grade school.
He said it is difficult for
people in Murray to relate to
the sport.
"It's hard for people down
here to understand (hockey)," be said. "It's not like
basketball, because before
rollerblades, you couldn 't
just strap on a pair of skates
and go. There's not that
many places you can play
hockey as opposed to
basketball."
Chuck Blumenberg, fresh man environmental engineering major from Dexter,
Mo., agrees that some people
find it bard to aceept hockey
as a sport.
"Most people back home are

like 'You're playing hockey?
What?"' Blumenburg said.
"It's bard for a lot of people to
believe that I'm actually out
here playing because of my
upbringing and because I'm
on the rodeo team," Blumenberg said.
One of the biggest hassles
the players face is not the
bumps and bruises they
routinely get but the lack of
places that carry the
necessary equipment.
Some items are easier to
make. The goal was made
with spare parts.
"It was all stuff they were
going
throw away over at
Carr Health," White said.

to

.•"'

-·1&111

The U.S. Navy has a wide range of positions available to Occupational Safety and
Health personnel with a Master's Degree or Doctorate In Occupational Safety and
Health or a medically allied field such as toxicology.
Certification by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene Is desired, however, not
required.
Those selected for the positions will be appointed U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps
officers and receive a competitive salary, complete benefits package Including medical
and dental, 30 days vacation earned annually, paid relocation and more.
Enjoy the benefit of two careers in one. Naval Officer and Health Professional. Get
full details by stopping by and visiting with the Officer Recruiting Team that will be at
the Curris Center between
·
10a.m. and 3 p.m., Feb. 16, or calll-800-777-NAVY.

~---------------------~
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CutllpS

Brenda, Usa & Chris
$10~~

:
I
I

I

tJJTS'I ¥1UCE I?{ tTO'WJ{j

Now thru Spring Break

Dly-cl""'nl a Alteratlaaa

· Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.

1100 Chestnut Street
Murray. KY 42071

Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Bel-Air C~ter 8.12th St.

L-----------~~L~~~~---~

789-2570

LPHA

LAMB
would CiKf. to

1993 ~sociates

.o/a[entine 's 'Dance
Saturday, Feb. 13
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
Free admission, fun, and refreshments
Sponsored by: Housing and Minority Affairs

The Sisters·of
Presents Paul M.

Naberezny,NBCC

COPING WITH

STRESS

IN LEADERSHIP

FEBRUARY 18 AT 5:30PM
in the BARKLEY ROOM of the CURRIS CENTER.
L

.9llplia 'De{ta Pi
Welcome our new Alphas :
'Brandy Caneer
Le !llnn tJJame{{
'Edye 'fours!Ue
9(atie !Maloney
Laraine ~wman
9vfintly Wfiitton
fJ'.J. Wunderlicli

.

•
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SCOREBOARD
Women•s Basketball

Men's Basketball

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Qbla ltlllly CaDIIDIDI:il llllldlllll

They•re here

Brown tops natlon•s beat
Marcus Brown, a six-foot-three freshman guard from West
Memphis, Ark., has been named in a list of the nation's top
freshman players by USA Today.
Brown has been a regular in the Racers line-up, starting in
his first collegiate game against the University of Indiana in
November.

Runners standout at Indiana
Stevon Roberts outran a seven-man field in the finals of the
400-meter dash Saturday to win the Indiana Indoor Track Invitational. He t imed a 48.59 seconds.
Roberts' teammate, Heather Samuel, joined him in the
winner's circle by edging the Southern California Chieftains'
Alice Brown by one second in the 55-meter dash. Samuel, a
former Olympian, r an in 6.90 seconds.
Samuel was also a member of the winning 4 x 400-meter
relay team. Felicia Upton, Felicia Ford, Anna Cherty and
Samuel ran the relay in 3:54.28, followed by Eastern Kent ucky University with a 3:56.13.

Week In Preview
• Indoor track. Southern Illinois University Invitational, Carbondale,
Ill., Friday, 9 a.m.
•
• Rifle. Collegiate Sectional Qualifiers at Stewart Stadium, Saturday
and Sunday, 8 a.m .
• Women' s basketball. at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond,
Saturday, 1 p .m.
• Men's buketball. at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond,
Saturday, 3 p.m .
• Women's basketball. at Morehead State University, Morehead,
Monday, 4:15p.m .
• Men's buketball. at Morehead State University, Morehead, Mon·
day, 6:30 p .m.

of-7'7lutldly'l,.,.,....

~.

•

J.U.I
1

llumy State Unlvwalty
Southam Ullnols Unlvaralty

8

1

lndlylduel Lgdera

ScUhMit Meaourt . . . t.JnlvMfty

5

4

o, e-e. 8; c.dwll1-3. o-o, 1·2. 3; Snel1-7, o-o, o-o, 2; Gllllmore 1-5, o-o, 0.1, 2;

Tenne.... Ted'! U.W.IIly

5

4

Euf8m Kentucky Unlverllly

5

5

Mldcle T.,...... Stall UniYerllty

4

5

llnlverllty of Tennaseee-Martln

3

8

MOI.e~Md 8tlle t.JnlvMfty

3

7

Aualln Peay SC. UrMtllty

1

8

Murray State University

Monsters are coming to the West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center this weekend in the form of tractors and
t rucks.
Robin Wood Promotions, of Union City, Tenn., is presenting the Outlaw Championship competition of wheel·
standing two and four wheel-drive modified trucks and super
stock tractors.
Highlighting the two day show is a jet-powered, flamethrowing t urbine tractor of Bill Thalman from Hopkinsville,
and "Mopar Magic," brought in from Dover, Del. by Kenny
Mart in.
Admission is $12 for adults and $6 for children ages five
through 10. The show begins at 7:30 Friday and Saturday
night.

"-*

wan

12
77

II8U 20-411 (.328), 2-41 (..333), 20-28 (.788); Parker 3·13, ().1, 2-2, 8; Pearton 0-2, ().

Shanon t-14, o-o. 4-7, 22; ....... 1-3, ().0, 4-5, 8; Sheleon 4-13, 2-5, 3-3, 13, Gray().
1' ().0, ().0, 0.
8IU 27-413 (.428), 3-8 (.500), 20-28 (.788); Bolden 1-41, ().0, 1-1, 3; Rougeau 4-8, ().0,
2·2. 10; Fll1h 2-4, ()..(), 2-3. 8; Pow.ll1-4, 1-4, o-o, 5, Scot! 7·13, 2·2, o-o, 18; Gilmore
1· 1, ().0, 0.1, 2; Slalr 0.1, ().0, 0.1, 0; Sml't 1-41, ().0, 0.1, 2; Gallier 1·2, ().0, 1·2, 3;
,..,.,., 4-7, ().0, 8-8, 18; ......,.,. 1-4, ().0, 0.1, 2; Wlllame 4-6, 0-0,8-8, 14.
HALJITIIIE • SIU 42, MSU 27.
A88I8TS ·IISU 8, Cadwell4, Pearton 2, P.- 2, ..._., 1.
8IU 22, AaugMu 8, Scoa 5, Frith 4, Olrnare 2, Bolden 1, POWII1 , Smith 1, 0e18W 1,

Rlnlom1.

REBOUNDS • IISU 37, 8helon 8, Sheleon 8 , P.,._ 4, Snell 4, Ga1111'1Cn 4,
,..._, 3, C.... 3, Hlbarer 1, TtMI3.
8IU 441, Rln8om 8, Firth 7, AougHu 5, Wllaml5, Jeffer80n 4, Scott 4, Bolden 3,
Gilmore 3, 8mllh 1, Oellllw 1, TeMt4.
TOTAL FOULS · IISU 28, PM. 5, SheltDn 4, Gallimore 3, ClldweD 3, Shelton 3,
Snel3, Grav 2, Haberer 2, PMnon 1.
SIU 25. w..m. 4, Bolden 4, Jefferlon 3, Raneom 3, Rougeau 2, Filth 2, ScoU 2,
Ollrnln 2, Oelllllr 2, 8mllh 1.

1ffNc* of Setutdly~,.,. , . , _ , , . .Alwl&
SouthMat lllaaourt State University
II
Murray State Unlvll'llty
100
lndly!dul Llldtra
11SU. 32·71 (.450), 8-18 (.421), 28-42 (••7); TlllgUI 4-7, 0.0, 4-8, 12; Ckmn t-14,
4-6, 5-5, 27; 1nMn 2-3. ()..(), 3-4, 7; WI.-. M. 0.0, 2-3, 8; HDMI2-I, 0.0, 4-e, I ;
Camon 3-10,0-4,4-8,10: Bullel0.1 , ().0,().0, O;Aianl-18, 4-10, 8-e, 22;...._35, ().0, ().0, 8; w.ldlln ().1, ().1, ().0, 0.
81110. 33-58 (• •),5-8 (.551), 21-33 (.711); 8he1Dn1-2, 1-2,1-1, 4; fNeh ..., 34, ()..(), ().0, 8; s.ntord 0.1 , ().0, 5-e, 5; Ull81().20, 2-3, 11·12, 33; er-. 4-1, 1-2,3-41,
12; Woffon:l3-5, ().0, ().0, 8; a., 4-7, ()..(), 1-2,8: Bondl-4-6, 1-2,3-4. 12; Deike 4-8,
()..(), 1-2,·8.
HALFTIIII- seMO 45, MSU ST.
A8818TS ·IISU 18, Gumrn 5, C..non 4, Alan 4, . . _ . 2,
Brown 1.
SE110 20, Leke 4, Frnhw..., 4, Wofford 3, ~ 3, Dartca 2. Bondl1 , a.nlotd 1,
8heiDn 1, c. 1.
RDOUNDS • II8U 47, TMgU~ 11, Wleon 8, .-... 8, Ckmn 5, Clmon 4, loto.rd
4, 8lvla 2. Alan 2, Buael2, Brown 1, T.-n 4.
91!110 32, Wofford 5, Leke 5, Denca 4, a., 4, FNih ..., 4, Bondi 1, a.ntord 4,
8heiDn 1, T.-n 5.
TOTAL fOULS - lldu 25, Brown 5, TlllgUI 4, l-ard 4. Alan 4,
Wlllon 3, Jllmle 3, Qurrm 1, c.w.on 1.
SIIIO 28, Woftofd 5, s.niDrd 4, ~ 4, Cr8ln 4, Bondi 4, Deftca 3, fNih ..., 3,
Sllley 1.
, . . . . of~ _,.played In R.-Aiwl&
Mumy State Unlvwalty
1 00
University of Tannea....Martln
74

game,...

, . . . . of MDndly'a
In Raotlr Atwn&
SouthNet lllaaourt State Unlvarelty
11
llumy Sblte Untvaralty
72
lndlyfdpl Lgdt[l

II8U . 25-54 (.483), 3-13 (.231), 1t-2t (.855); ...... 5-15, 1-3. 3-5, 14; Gray 1·2, ().
0, ().1, 2; ........ 3-8, ().0, 4-5, 10; c.dwell 0-4, ().2, 2-3. 2; Snell3-41, 1·2, 1-2, 8;
o.lllmore 1·2, 0.1, 3-4, 5; 8heiDn 2-7, 1-5, 2·2, 7; Haberer 3-4, ().0, 2·2, 8; 8halton 7·
• • ().0, 2-5, 18.
•
8DIO • 2t-e8 {.377), 5-10 (.500), 23-30 (.787); HMII5-11, 0.0, 7-8, 17; Muekgrow
4-41, 0.0, 4-6, 12; Holend 2-4, 0.0, 0-0, 4; Meler&-17, 5-10,0-0, 17, Orauden~on 3-7, o0, 2-3. I; Hlrl1e 3-11, 0.0, 10.13, 18; Monta<H, 0.0, 0.1, 8; WelbiM 2-3, 0.0, 0-(), 4.
HALFTIIE • 8E MO 37, M8U 41 .
A88Br8 · IISU 18, ParMr 5, c.dwel5, 8helon 4, Snell2, Heberer 1, Shelton 1.
SDIO 13, Harrta 8, Mulkgrow 4, Harrta 3.
REBOUNDS · IISU 37, 8tlelton 12, Cadwell 7, Haberer 3, Shelton 3, Sne1 3
PMnon 3, o.llmcn 2, T-*'1 4.
'
81110 43, Monts 8, Hlrrte 8, Meier 8, Hlrrta 5, Muakgrow 4, Orllldenlon 3, WealnM
2, HoiiiRf 1, T..,.. 3.
TOTAL fiOULS ·IISU 28, Parker 5, Shelton 4, SheiiDn 4, Gray 3, Snall3, Haberer
2,
2, PMnon 2, Olllmn 1.
81110 24, Meier 5, Harrta 4, Muekgrow 4, Mama 3, Weatnwl 3, tWrta 2, Holland 2,
O..ldnon1 .

c.-..

-----Track

todlyldY•' Llld•ra
~~SU-3~-7'8 (.484), t-30 (.300), 13·15 (,887); Teegua 3-4, 0.0, 4-4, 10: Oumm 8-13, (). ,._..._ _.
--5, 4-<4, 18; Brown 5-8, 1-3, 1-2, 12; Wlaon 2-3, 0.0, 2·2, li l-ard 7-7, 0.0, 2-2, 18; , _ . . , ,_ ___ bn~~IIIIIIGIIflfMitllllltMI,.,FWdlyMds.t&rdly.
a.llay 3-3,3-3, ().1, 8; c.nnon 4-11, 2-8, 0.0, 10i ...... 0.1, o-o, o-o, o; Allen ""17• MIBJ IIIIIIYidMI RIIYIII
2-8, ().0, 10; SMia 1-3. ().0, ().0, 2; ...... 1-1, o-o. ()..(), 2; w.d8n 1-2, 1-1, 0.0, 8;
~N0.0.0.0.4.
~~r~
UT~~-2~-81 (.428), 2-8 (..250), 20-27 (.741);Pwll2.f, 1-3, ().0, 5; PNipa 0-2, ().1, (). 1. Sttvan Robefta 48..58
0, 0; Wooda 8-18, 0.1, 8-8, 22; O'DMial 0.1, ()..(), 2-2, 2i Locum 1·1, ().0, ()..(), 2; Clerk
Triple Jump
1-1, 1-1, o-o, 5, Bowling 3-8, 0.1, 2-4, 8; Brtll-14, 0.0, 5-e, 17; Baneon S-5, 0.1, 0.2, ~mater dash
2. Tyrone Sooa
53-4112
8; Buayn 2-5, o-o, s-s, 8.
2. Felo!a IJpbt
57.78
4. Chrta Barber
..... 112
HALFTIME · UTM 30, M8U 44.
ASSISTS · 11SU 11 , Allen 3. Ckmn 2. Taylor 2. Brown 1,
1, . , _ . 1 • 80D-matar run
1
:38.8
4, WOoda 3, Bowing 3,..., lrll2, Locum 2, llena11.
3. Anna Cheny
REBOUNDS - IISU 35, Oumm 8, Brown 5, Holrd 5, Allen 4, Wlllon 3, Clmon 3. Shot Put
Slvla 3, Jemae 2. T....-1, IIIey 1, au.al1, w.ldlln 1.
5 Wendy Scot! 40-11112
.
UTII44, Bfttl13, BoWing 8, Bel*ln4, IMyn 3, Locum 3, POII'8II 8, PNipa 2, Wooda
3:54.28
2,0'DMel2.
TOTAL POULS • II8U 23, TlllgUI 8, l-ard 3, Clmon 8, .-... 3, tbll2, 8lwlla 2, 55-mater dash
Alan 2, Buaee11, Baley 1, Wllon 1, Tartar 1, Ounm 1.
· 1. . . . . , Sanuil 8.W
UT111S. PVW18114. au.,na, ............ ..._.. .. .....,.1, Waadl1.
.......llleowant.D pwllill•'l , _ Wlh 11rn1a or 8.N nus.
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CI.ASSIFIEDS
: PERSONALS
I

f&Y&•s

doea II of your c:uatom
aaeen printing. embraldery,
ind aewn on leGertng In our

f'D"t· W.w.ntyou togatwhal
you wart.

If

we do make a

~.we ant elwayl

r88dy

to conect lt. Satlatadlon guar-

aneeed.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

ThlricaAipha 0rn1cron PI fora
GREAT m!xerl The Bralhera
~SlOMA CHI.

CongrlllUIIdlon to the new

Scoll Bltdgea, Congnduldona
on a GREAT Nahl The Bralher1 of SIGMA CHL

BROTHERS OF SlOMA PI:
Congnduldona on . , .....
aorna eprlng ruahl l.ole, The
EMERALDS

nme to

Faye's would Ike to Invite ..
sorority and fraternity pledges
to atop by and c:hec:k out our
Greek merchanclae. we have
a large Mlactonofcapa, ahlrts,
kay chalna. buf11* ltldcenl,
wood cutouta. pena, pencla,
bullona,jewehy, ~. lllrge
aalectlon of tnnfera. atatlon81'f, declla, In ltoCk jackilta,
and ll1lnY more Greek..,.,.,

Faye's Ia proud of the reputation we have developed OYer
thelutelghtyeera. AI ONikl
are Important to ua. We aupport the ...... Greek aya18m.
Faye'aaaomembroldelyanct
next
aaeen printing
to Wf/J Mart. 753-n43. Open
Monday • Friday 9:30 a.m. • 8
p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m. • 5
p.m. We are always open
dultng the hounl poatad.

._located

Oood luck Bela Upellonl The
Broth8l'l ~SIGMA CHI.

Ken Coaby, Oood luck this
aerneatert The Broth8l'l of
SlOMA CHI.

Bobby Glut, OREAT jab with
ruth! The BraChera of SIGMA
CHI.

rrudl

11art allnglng eome
SM Mucbll '93 w11

eoon be herel

A huge thanlca to the Bela
I.Jpalona and eapadlly Uz
Junker for a fantaa1lc: walkout!
Love, your alatera In Alpha

SIGMAPIEMERALDSIYou'nl
aweaomel

Juon, You are my Vlllenllna
al ye1r round I I lc1w youl

Tamara

OOOD LUCK MB.ODY HEL·
GERSON ON YOUR TRACK
SEASON I LOVE, YOUR SIS.
TEAS IN ALPHA SlOMA ALPHA.

HORSE SHOWI THE BEST
OF LUCK TO YOU AND
CHRISTY ASH IN YOUR
UPCOMING SHOWSII LOVE.
YOUR SISTERS IN ALPHA
SlOMA ALPHAI
SlOMA PI EMERALDS,
Thanks for Ill your help during
ruah. Low, The BroCharl of
Sigma Pl.
Sigma PI Pledges, Congratuldona on pledging the IESTI
Love, The EME~DS.
Youngest • Happy Vllentlne'a
Dayt Low, Jen

For Sale • 14 piece MCtlonll
couch In axe al art 001 dlol L
$1,000.

HoUM For RerC. ~
ham MSU. Pwlllly
furnlahad. $350 pU ~
Nopata. 753-818"1

acraea

Four or five bedroom houM.
108 S. 131h. Phone 751-0832

or 753·5888.

c.u 753-8157.

Aol1cla SPRING BREAK • 7
nlgtill Bea:hfiOit $188-188.

RESERVE rooms NON. Clll

CMI1.fiOO.G·I5284

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Woman'• cap and gown.
ExclllrtOOidlori.
Cell
782-2387.

*·

For Sale - 14 piece aacllonal
couch In axcal a!'C conclllon.
$1 ,000. Caii753-411S1.

1988 Chevy Camaro, 9015
Enc;ne. T-top1, auiM, f/Jr,
power windows, burgundy,
$22&lmorth orwl
car of leaMr v111ua • a tradeln. Cell Ray 81 354-8781 .

take,,....,.

COM'E S'E'E US ![O'l{}f.LL 0![
~OU1( fJ/!Jl£/E9(rri?f}:,:S t])J.t~ fj I1'TS

COUNSELORS

111•80nVIIIe Community
COllage Upward Bound
8umrnar Polltloill. llpnrd
Bound Ia a~

~ki!Mt.allae.

12734, 212-877.....
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WHY SHOULD YOU
COME TO OUR SALON?

Our continuous training in the latest techniques and trends in hair
color, perms, cuts and styles enables us to recommend the precise
service or product that fits your special needs. We're here to serw
you in our full-service Mahix Essentials salon.
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Landini named to team
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Balancing
academics,
work and involvement in
campus organizations has
paid off for Leigh Landini.
The senior journalism and
political science. major from
Murtay was recognized by
''USA Today" in the national
newspaper's 1993 All-USA
College Academic Team
program.
Landini, who joins a select
group of 73 students selected
for honorable mention
honors, was among 1,342
student nominated by college
presidents, deans and
professors.

SMOKING

"I never expected to receive Continued from Page 1
an honorable mention," she
President Ronald J. Kurth
said.
distributed
a memorandum
Landini holds a number of
offices in several campus to the entire University
organizations. She is the community February 3
associate editor of The stating that "smoking of
Murray
State
News, cigarettes, cigars and pipes
president of the Student is not permitted in any
Alumni Association and University facility except in
president of Alpha Chi designated smoking areas.
The term facility includes
honorary society.
all buildings owned and/or
Landini said she has high used by the University and
aspirations for her life after applies to private offices,
graduation.
libraries, conference rooms,
LEIGH LANDINI
"I want to work in the dormitory rooms, lobbies and
Earns honorable mention
media field for about three restrooms."
Landini said she was years and then attend law
Ed West, director of the
shocked when she heard the school and specialize in first physical plant, said the state
news.
amendment law," she said.

News earns national honor ~"~i~~.~
The Murray State News,
Murray State University's
student-produced we.ekly
newspaper has won natlonal
honors for a special section
on college drinking.
The News received the
grand prize in the Center for
Substance
Abuse
Prevention's {CSAP) 1992
College Prevention Materials
Competition Monday in
Washington, D.C. during the
center's
international

conference
on
" New
Dimensions in Prevention:
Sharing ~oday, Shaping
Tomorrow.
The competition is part of
CSAP's ongoing "Put on the
Brakes: Take a Look at
Co 11 e g e
Drinking I"
initiation, a campaign that
targets college campuses and
those who influence campus
drinking
policies
and
practices. The program is
designed to raise awareness

about alcohol problems on
college campuses.
The grand-prize award of
$l 500
ted to th
'
was :re~~ S
e
nGewspaplerAnyt : · Nurgellon
enera
onta
ove o.
Prize money will ba used to
help with expenses of taking
the newspaper staff to the
annual convention of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association March 25-

TUITION

"The are avoiding the real
problem," he said. "It's a
short-tenn band-aid."
Some Murray students will
be affected little by the
increase.
"It won't bother me, "
Deana Coker, sophomore
accounting major from

Union Town, said. "Eighty
dollars isn't that much
because Dad pays for it. I do
receive some financial aid
too."

Continued from Page 1

President Todd Logsdon, who
helped lead a movement to
fight the tuition hike, agrees
that more state money is
needed.

Z7.

Editor's Note: Information for this story
was gathered by Kristie Helms, editor In
chief, Michele Carlton, news editor and
Libby Figg. reporter,

Page,
.

sy~tem be w~rk tn an
~~~ncu':t re manner for

pro em.
Secondly, Foust said those
{people) with their own
agenda
have
been
manipulating the court
system.
He said he is not a Murray
State alumnus or a Greek 80
he feels he has handled the
case solely on his own
merits.
Thirdly, Foust reported that
there had been attempts of ex
parte communication to him
through unsolicited phone
calls at home and two letters,
neither of which were made
by the defendants.
"I have but one concern
and that is that the court
system function properly," he
said.

$1.00 OFF
on Golf

Rudy's Restaurant
60 years on the square
A taste of home cooking

with this coupon

regulation
gives
the
University a lot of freedom
in designing its smoking
policy. He said the primary
building user of each
University
building,
including deans, director,
the President and VicePresidents,
will
be
responsible for designating
the smoking areas in those
buildings.
West said all designated
amoking areas will have
appropriate smoke removers
installed. The University
will also be responsible for
all sinage on campus
indicating smoking and
non-smoking area. He said
he anticipates that all
buildings on campus will
have to have ashtrays placed

outside so smokers can
discard their ciragettes.
West said most buildings
on campus have their own ·
smoking policy, including ,
those that are smoke free,
and this action will not
require them to make many
changes. They will only
have to have smoke removers
installed in the areas that
are designated for smoking.
The University has 90 days
to design and implement the
smoking policy and it must
be fully effective by May 15.
By that time, not only will
smoking areas be specified,
but also signage must be up,
the smoke removers must be
installed and ashtrays must
be in place.

Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Ward said he does not
condone the pledges' actions.
"It was wrong and it was
atupid," he said.
He said the only judicial
body that has heard both sides
of the issue was the Calloway
County Grand Jury. He said
the grand jury asked him to
handle the case in the district
court.
Ward asked to be excused
as the prosecuting attorney
because of questions brought
up in the media that he is a
Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus.
Ward said a fraternity is
just a place for a party and to
get into trouble.
"I don't have much use for
fraternities," he said. "If I
had to do it over again, I
probably wouldn't have
joined a fraternity."

will calm down in the media
that the trial could be held
in Calloway County and to
let the new prosecutor become
familiar with the case.
Foust also said he wants
the two parties to try to settle
the case out of coUrt for .
several reasons:
• consider the position of the
victims;
• fairness to the defendants;
• problems with the trial,
including
the
media
coverage;
• most of the defendants
might qualify for public
defenders;

Foust said he wants to
continue the pre-trial
conference to see if things

s:u o

~ofidi

fhuckh£ad

Jta'Lting at $7

Pre-orders avai{a6{e

9{rrWS¥R]9{g ~9?Jo/MJ
'Tommy :Hilfiger®
Chaps®
Co£ours ®
'Duc/(fieac{ ®
ON TiiE SQUARE - MURRAY

"' ,

-----

PADUCAH

Jiot 'Dogs
1V-ntuc/(y Lottery
Ice~ Party Supp{ies1"ountain VrinKJ

1302 Main St.
Across from Dairy Queen
753-9058

Sunday Buffet
11 a.m.·2 p.m.

Wt eater panlts, banquet• & mHtll)gl
and can 1111 up to 200 people

o/a[entine
1\{Jses,
'Ba[[oons, and
'Bouquets

(Prr,lnt1,

753-4488
for carry ou l or
lnformallon

Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday 4:30·9:30 p.m.

CORN · AUSTIN®
~ifki

- - - -- --

Editor's Note: Information lor !his story
was gathered by Rob Han. Viewpoint
Editor.

Open 7 days a week

---------------------------~----------~

Jfu9e it:fec!tion of Coxeu ...

• venue problem-difficulty
seating an impartial jury in
Calloway County.
The
next
pre-trial
conference is set for April 20
at9:80 a .m.

Daily Lunch Special
Monday.Fri day
11 a.m.·2 p.m.

(502) 753-1152

n.

80

Hong Kong
Restaurant

Expires Feb. 20. 1993

Catfiah dlnnerta on Frtdar & S.turdaf
Frtdar 11 a.m... p.m.
Saturday~ .......... p.m.
.I.LD.

February 12, 1993

$5.75

